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Part I
Introduction1
There is considerable concern regarding the status of the European eel, Anguilla
anguilla, with a decline in recruitment throughout its range of distribution. The
species is listed as Critically Endangered on the IUCN Red List and listed in
Appendix II of CITES. In 2001 it was estimated that recruitment had fallen by
more than 90% since the early 1980s (Bult & Dekker, 2007). ICES advice
published in November 2019 was that the status of European eel remains critical
(ICES, 2019).
While it is likely that several factors are contributing to this decline, including
changes in the marine environment, artificial barriers are known to be obstructing
eels from reaching their freshwater habitat and subsequently on their return to
the ocean (Righton & Walker, 2013). Knights & White (1998) provide figures
indicating that about 7% (200,000 ha) of the stillwater habitat and 25% (68,000
ha) of the riverine habitat in Europe are inaccessible to eels due to artificial
barriers (e.g. weirs, sluice gates, flap gates etc.).
River barriers, such as weirs, sluice gates and flap gates to name a few, can
delay or prevent eel migration when inadequate provision for eel or fish passage
is not provided in their design, installation and future maintenance. There are
approximately 23,000 obstructions in England, 18,800 of which are artificial
(Washburn, 2019). The resulting consequence in the reduction of passage,
distribution and abundance is that some of our most iconic and valued freshwater
fish species, including eels, are now in decline.
This technical document has been updated to assist biologists, engineers,
designer’s, structure owners and operators with understanding and promoting
better eel passage solutions as required by The Eels (England and Wales)
Regulations 2009.

Purpose of the Technical Guide
This guide sets out a range of measures that can be considered best achievable
eel protection measures (BAEP) and provides guidance on minimum technical
requirements for eel passage based on current knowledge and lessons learnt

1
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since the 2011 Eel Manual document - GEHO0211BTMV-E-E - Elver and Eel
Passes.
This guide does not attempt to provide a solution for every type of structure. Its
purpose is to provide the general principles and knowledge of elver and eel
passage. It presents the current BAEP passage solutions (new inserts and
version control(s) will update this manual as our understanding develops further)
and what should be considered when designing, installing and maintaining
suitable designs for the majority of situations found in the UK. It attempts to
simplify the decision making process for elver and eel passage solutions by
providing current knowledge at common structures and showcasing BAEP,
including lessons learnt and basic design principles. This guide:
● Provides a consistent and practical approach for the design, installation
and maintenance of eel passage solutions where removal of a structure is
not possible
● Sets minimum technical requirements for eel passage design;
● Provides fundamental information to all stakeholders to understand the
principles of BAEP eel passage design;
● Provides a means to share and adopt current BAEP eel passage
knowledge and lessons learnt
This guidance document rationalises the solutions available and presents only
those that have been tried and tested that deliver BAEP. It is intended that this
approach will save time in assessment, procurement and installation.

Scope
This guide will mainly focus on providing eel passage guidance for the most
common in-river structures found, whilst also offering fundamental design
considerations to deal with non-standard structures. It is recognised that there
will continue to be further development of both eel pass design and new insights
into eel biology and behaviour. It should be noted that while innovative solutions
may sometimes need to be sought, a risk-based approach should be taken when
using unproven materials and designs that deviate from guidance. In these
cases, it may be that additional monitoring is required.
The guide does not cover all aspects of design and should be read in conjunction
with other technical documents and applied according to the minimum technical
requirements.
The guidance given is not covered under The Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM), and it is recommended that users of this
manual should follow Environment Agency CDM guidance when commissioning
any design or construction work. Designs should also take into account and
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consider the minimum technical requirements as set out in the guidance for
Minimum Technical Requirements, where appropriate.

How to Use this Document
The main body of this document should be used in the order it has been set out,
without skipping any sections. It has been structured in this fashion to ensure
that for each eel passage site all of the steps required to ensure BAEP has been
addressed. Additional supplementary material is provided in the appendices.
Finally, abbreviations, references and useful links are found at the end of the
document.
If you are using this manual to search for a specific help or topic, a brief
description of each Part is given below.
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Part II
Legislation
The Eels (England and Wales) Regulations 2009 (Statutory Instrument No. 3344)
(the Regulations) came into force on 15 January 2010. These Regulations are in
support of Council Regulation (EC) No 1100/2007 (OJ No L 248, 22.9.2007)
establishing measures for the recovery of the stock of European eel. A full copy
of the Regulations can be found on Legislation.gov.uk.
Applying the Regulations for Safe Eel Passage
Part 4 of the Regulations has been written to ensure safe passage for eel. It
gives the Environment Agency powers under Statutory Instrument 3344 to
require, by service of a notice, the necessary actions to either remove a barrier,
alter an existing structure or construct an eel pass at any structure that impedes
or is likely to impede the passage of eel in either an upstream or downstream
direction. A detailed overview of how to apply the powers under Part 4 can be
found in the guidance document Safe passage for eel.

Eel Risk Map
The eel risk map shows the areas where there is a low risk to eel and is found in
Appendix A.
If the site is both greater than 100 kilometres from the head of tide and greater
than 150 metres above sea level, we would expect eel to either be absent or
have a very low density. When a site meets these criteria, we are unlikely to
require an eel passage solution at an obstruction. Advice should be sought from
Area Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology (FBG) team on determining
whether access should be restored at a specific site.
Elevation (mAOD)

Distance from Head of Tide (km)
<100

>100

<150

Eel Present

Eel Present

>150

Eel Present

Consult Area FBG

Table 1: Eel Risk Summary Table
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Serving of a Notice
The Environment Agency is the Competent Authority responsible for overseeing
and enforcing implementation of the wider Eels Regulations in England and
Wales. Part 4 of the Regulations makes 'provision for the passage of eels
through dams and other obstructions' (regulations 12 to 16). Construction of an
eel pass, or any other action to facilitate the passage of eel at an obstruction, can
be required by service of a notice under Regulation 14.
Under the Environment Agency Non-Financial Scheme of Delegation (NFSoD)
an E&B Senior Advisor (Fisheries Regulation and Compliance) is the designated
signatory for notices served on the Environment Agency. For notices served on
third parties the relevant Area Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology (FBG)
Team Leader is the designated signatory. Please refer to Appendix B for more
details on the issuing of eel pass notices.

Eel Pass Approval
A notice served under Regulation 14 can specify that plans for an eel pass are
submitted for approval by the Environment Agency. For reasons of good practice
the Environment Agency may routinely seek approval of eel passes. Applications
for approval are initially assessed for completeness by Area FBG. Once the
application is duly made, any comments or recommendations are made by either
the relevant Area Fisheries Staff or the Eel Management Plan (EMP) Lead for the
designated River Basin District (RBD) until satisfied that the eel pass can be
approved.
Eel pass approvals should use the existing fish pass approval application form
(FP002) and must contain enough information and technical detail to enable a
decision to be made. Appendix C contains an essential checklist of things to look
for in an application and can be used as a guide in determining completeness of
an application. The following sections of the FP002 form should be fully
completed before submission for approval is made:
Standalone eel pass:
● Sections 1 – 5
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● Section 7 - 92
Fish pass which includes an eel pass:
● All Sections
Please refer to Appendix B for further details on the eel pass approval process. If
the application is part of a formal fish pass approval application, this will follow
the Fish Pass Approval Procedure as outlined in the Fish and Eel Pass Approval
Operational Instruction 757_11.

Post Installation Inspection
Inspection of an eel passage structure after it has been installed provides
assurance that it has been installed in accordance with the approved designs.
Inspection should occur at the earliest possible opportunity after the eel passage
structure has been completed and, ideally before the contractors leave the site.
It should involve the asset owner and/or responsible parties which may be
involved in the ongoing maintenance of the structure and its components.
After inspection has been completed and confirmation has been given that its
installation meets the approved design, it then becomes the responsible
owner/operators duty to maintain and repair the eel passage solution in an
efficient state under Regulation 15. Failure to comply is an offence.
A post installation inspection should be undertaken using an approved checklist.
The checklist can also be used for regular inspections and should be kept on
(SharePoint site location TBD).

Other Applications to Consider for Eel Passage
Water Resources Licence
Abstraction and impounding licensing is regulated through the Water Resources
Act 1991 (as amended) and supporting Regulations. Under this legislation any

Section 9 contains a checklist for supporting documents. All of these
documents must be submitted with the form or the application will not be valid.

2
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person who abstracts more than 20 cubic metres per day3 (0.23 litres per second)
of water from a watercourse, impounds water or makes alterations to an
impoundment, may need a licence. This may include works to facilitate eel
passage at a site. This section provides a basic overview of licensing
requirements for eel passes.
Abstraction Licence
When removing and using more than 20 cubic metres per day from a surface
water source such as a river, brook, reservoir or canal, it is considered a water
abstraction. An eel pass installation may need to apply for a full or transfer
licence depending on where the eel pass is located and how it uses water.
1. Full Licence
Applies to most types of water abstractions that use more than 20 cubic metres a
day from a surface, tidal, or groundwater source. Applying for a full licence
provides the holder with protected rights status and is subject to an annual
charge.
2. Transfer Licence
Applies to abstractions that moves over 20 cubic metres of water a day from one
source to another without using the water for another purpose. Transfer licences
do not provide protected rights status and are not subject to annual charges.
3. Channel Box Principle
A licence may not be required if the “channel box principle” can be applied to
your eel passage design. The “channel box principle” works on the concept that
if the water abstracted from the watercourse does not leave the channel box (or
does not rise above the ‘bank full level’), then no abstraction licence is required
(Figure 1).
Impounding Licence
An impoundment licence is required if you are making changes to an artificial
structure or works which obstruct, hold or store water, such as weirs and sluices,
or if you are building a new structure in the watercourse. Some eel passes on
impoundments can be considered low risk if they have little impact on the
environment and other water users. The Environment Agency will not normally

If the eel pass is designed to operate with a flow of more than 0.23 litres per
second continuously then it will exceed 20 cubic metres per day

3
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require a licence application for weir notches that encourage downstream eel
migration or for fish and eel easements that do not significantly affect the flow
over the structure. Please refer to our guidance on low risk impoundments and
speak to our National Permitting Service if you are unsure whether this applies to
your scheme.
There are many different possible eel pass configurations that will decide which
licence(s) is required. Some typical eel pass configurations can be found in
Appendix D and illustrate which licences may be required. More detailed
information on water resources licences and eel passes can be found at GOV.UK
and in our General Guide to Eel Pass Licensing for Existing Structures.

Figure 1: The channel box principle. This concept can be applied for eel pass
troughs and associated pumps for designs that remain fully within the channel
‘bank full limits’ (hatched area below the bank full level). Example provided on
right where entire eel pass (inc. pump) are below bank full level.

Flood Risk Activities: Environmental Permit
Formerly known as a flood defence consent, the Environmental Permitting
(England and Wales) Regulations 2016 now covers any applications where work
is carried out on or near a main river. The type of eel passage solution that you
intend to install will determine what type of Environmental Permit (EP) you will
need to apply for. There are four types of permits:
●
●
●
●

Exclusions
Exemptions
Standard rules
Bespoke permits
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Exclusions: This is a list of very low-risk activities, and there is no need to
register an exemption or apply for a permit if the proposed works meets the rules
set out in the activity.
Exemptions: If your activity is on the list of exemptions and meets the rules set
out in the activity (e.g. location, size, timing, method, design etc.), you can
register the exemption for free. Some eel pass and fish pass installations that
meet certain conditions are exempt under FRA19 and FRA20.
Standard Rules: These are low to medium risk activities which are made up of
a set of standard rules (conditions which need to be met) to cover a particular
activity. There is a fee for standard rules permits.
Bespoke Permit: These are for higher risk activities (i.e. building a technical fish
pass with eel pass on a barrier) and are generally more complex activities. If an
activity does not fit in the above three permit types, then a bespoke permit
application will be required. There is a fee for a bespoke permit based on the
number of permissible activities in the application.
The Environment Agency offers a free pre-application review service, should you
wish to discuss your proposed works and ensure the right type of permit is
identified before you start any detailed design work. For more information on
flood risk activity environmental permits, please visit GOV.UK.

Planning Application
In some cases, an eel passage solution may need planning approval. It is
always important to check this before you start any design work in case there are
any special requirements (e.g. location, special materials etc.) that need to be
considered for planning approval. The majority of works to Environment Agency
structures are considered under permitted development rights. It may however
become more restrictive within designated areas such as National Parks or in
Conservation Areas. For more details on permitted development or to make any
formal applications, please visit the Planning Portal.
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Part III
Eel Life Cycle4
The complexity of the eel life cycle and differing physical capabilities among the
migratory life stages present particular challenges in designing effective eel
passes (Figure 2). European eel spawn in an area of the Sargasso Sea, south of
Bermuda, although the precise location remains unknown (Schmidt, 1923).
Larvae called leptocephali are carried for between 10 months and two years on
oceanic currents to Europe (Bonhommeau, et al., 2009). Leptocephali
metamorphose into transparent glass eels (~60-80 mm length) on the European
continental shelf, and these migrate into estuaries using tidal currents (Tesch,
2003). Migration into freshwater occurs predominantly in the spring and summer,
although some individuals remain in estuarine/coastal waters (Marohn, et al.,
2013; Daverat, et al., 2006). Once glass eels become pigmented, they are
known as elvers (80 - 120 mm) and are able to climb vertically on damp surfaces
(Jellyman, 1977; Legault, 1988), but larger individuals require shallower gradients
to ascend, which is a crucial consideration in eel pass design. Yellow eels
(>120mm) continue to feed and grow for several years and may make multiple
migrations between freshwater and estuarine / coastal waters (Daverat, et al.,
2006; Marohn, et al., 2013). At the end of this growth phase, yellow eels
metamorphose into silver eels and migrate downstream to commence their long
migration to the Sargasso Sea to spawn and die (Tesch, 2003).

Figure 2: Lifecycle of the European eel (adapted from Maes & Volckaert, 2007)

4

From (Rosewarne & Wright, 2019)
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Eel Passage and Biological Considerations
Eel passage solutions are very different from conventional fish passes and
require a good understanding of eel biology and behaviour. The following
sections look at the key aspects to consider when designing any passage
solution.

Season
Seasonal movements of upstream migrating eel differs variably from year to year,
geographic location (west coast vs east coast), climatic conditions (e.g.
temperature, river flows) and anthropogenic changes (thermal discharges,
obstructions to migration). Glass eels and elver migration is reliant on the right
combination of water temperature, river flows and tide cycle, with the main
migration season occurring in the Spring and Summer months. A review of
literature and local Environment Agency fisheries data suggests the majority of
upstream migration in the UK is between March to August. Larger eels, referred
to as yellow eels (>120mm), migrate throughout the season from February to
October with some variation at the start and end of this season due to factors
such as river flows (natural vs regulated) and river temperature.

Figure 3: Indicative eel migration seasons for upstream and downstream
migrating eels
The specific trigger of downstream migration for silver eels in UK rivers is still not
clearly understood and is believed to be one or a combination of river flow,
temperature and light. The morphological process of an eel changing from a
yellow to a silver eel typically occurs in late summer (Van Den Thillart, et al.,
2004) in preparation for their migration to the sea once the correct environmental
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conditions become available. This main migration is typically August to
December; however, it can vary notably in catchments, where there are multiple
barriers and where the flow is regulated. In catchments with reservoirs and
numerous significant barriers, it is possible to have silver eel migration into March
(Bruĳs & Durif, 2009).
Eel passage solutions should, therefore, be designed with the flows that are
expected during these seasonal periods. In some instances, where the site is in
a location that is impacted by large winter floods, it may be recommended to
remove or close the upstream eel passage facilities during the winter months,
while maintaining a clear gap for downstream migrating silver eels. These
seasonal removals can be used to undertake key maintenance operations
(particularly pumped passes) and also help to prevent damage from floods.
Where Areas decide that closing an eel pass through the winter months is
operationally acceptable a Notice will have to be issued.

River Flow
As glass eels enter estuaries their swimming ability at this stage is not yet well
developed, and progress upstream is slowed by strong river flow. Any initial
upstream migration in an estuary is limited and therefore reliant on passive
upstream migration utilising tidal currents or selective tidal stream transport
(STST) (Harrison, et al., 2014). As glass eels transition into elvers they begin to
show strong positive rheotaxis (response to the flow direction) as they progress
further into freshwater and generally prefer to swim near the banks (Piper, et al.,
2012) in lower velocities. While there is evidence that indicates that eels migrate
upstream to a greater extent at low flows rather than at high flows, some studies
have shown that understanding eel pass efficiency and water flow might not be
straight forward. Drouineau, et al., (2015) found that pass usage was increased
at higher river flow rates, suggesting that migratory activity was linked to higher
river flow and is not solely limited to lower flows. This behavioural action to
school and swim close to the banks during higher flows were also described by
Tesch (2003) which supports suggestions that eel pass facilities should cover a
wide range of flows and that determining the passes operational flows is an
essential aspect.
Upstream passage facilities for eel typically require lower amounts of flow to be
effective for successful eel passage. As a result, the proportion of flow down an
eel pass versus the river flow, known as the attraction flow, is only a very small
proportion to the total river flow. Low amounts of attraction flow can provide
some challenging design objectives particularly when it comes to locating
passage solutions that are attractant to eels, while still allowing the pass to work
over a range of flows. Occasionally additional attraction flow can be supplied to
the entrance of the pass to increase the efficiency of passage for the periods
when eel are migrating (Piper, et al., 2012).
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River flow also influences the downstream migration patterns of silver eels;
however, it cannot be directly attributed as the primary trigger of silver eel
migration. Several factors can affect natural river flow such as barriers, water
diversion structures and reservoirs. Anthropogenic changes to flow patterns can
affect migration routes as was demonstrated by Piper et al., (2012), where finescale observations revealed that downstream migrating eels do not necessarily
‘go with the flow’.

Considering Eel Size
The size of eels a pass should cater for should always be one of the first design
considerations. It may be that it is necessary to provide multiple different
substrate types within one eel pass for the full range of eel sizes. It is essential
not to create an eel passage facility that is size limiting. It has been shown with
other fish species, such as salmon, that size selection in fish passes can have
both immediate and long-term consequences for population dynamics
(Sigourney, et al., 2015). For this technical guide, life stages have been grouped
into three main size ranges (Table 2).
Eel Life Stage

Size Range

Glass Eel (non-pigmented and
pigmented)

< 80

Elver

80 - 120

Yellow and Silver Eel

>120

Table 2: Categorisation of eel size ranges
As you move further upstream from the estuary and tidal limits the minimum size
of eel that requires passage will naturally increase. While the general principle
suggests increasing eel size as you move up catchments, it is important to note
that yellow eels will move up and down catchments throughout the year.
Therefore, sites lower down catchments will most likely encounter both elvers
and larger yellow eels both requiring passage. Eel size will also very as a result
of other factors such as topography, barriers to migration and available habitat.
To determine size ranges of eels at a particular location, a combination of local
knowledge, independent investigations and historic data from the National Fish
Populations DataBase (NFPD) should be used.

Water Temperature
Water temperature affects the migratory behaviour and the swimming ability of
fish generally. In the UK, temperatures around 10-11°C have been shown as the
critical threshold for pigmented elvers ascending weirs and sluice barriers
(Knights & White, 1998). There is also a strong correlation in increased
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migratory activity for upstream migrating eels with rising water temperatures. This
has been observed at temperatures significantly over 20°C.
For downstream migrating silver eels, studies on the Frémur River in France
(Figure 3) showed migration occurred at temperatures ranging from 4 to 23°C,
with 76.5% of the migration occurring between 6-10°C (Acou, et al., 2008).
Consideration of water temperature is, therefore, an important factor in both
upstream and downstream migration. Knowing a catchment's thermal regime,
particularly in regulated catchments, can be very important in setting the correct
operating flows in the design. Consideration should also be given to where water
from pumped passes is coming from (source). It must not be stored in a
separate tank for any length of time and consideration should be given to the
distance water has to travel in pipes and pipework location (i.e. buried
underground or not). This will help ensure that the pass does not become a
thermal barrier during critical migration periods.

Figure 4: Frequency distribution of silver eel migrants at different river
temperatures from the Pont es Omnes wolf trap on the Frémur River in France
(Acou et al, 2008)

Influence of Light and Brightness
Eels are occasionally active during the day, however they are more usually
hidden in holes, buried in mud or hidden under overhanging riparian vegetation.
Even though some eel movement occurs during the day, eels across their life
stages will avoid light (Vollestad, et al., 1986) and are known to be negatively
phototactic. If passage solutions are located in urban environments or at a site
with a large amount of unnatural light, locate passes in shaded areas if at all
Reference: [Publish date]
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possible and consider adding covers to the passage solution to ensure increased
pass efficiencies.
Silver eels migrate downstream mainly at night (Vollestad, et al., 1986), and it is,
therefore, advisable to locate and construct passage routes so that artificial light
does not shine on them or provide some form of cover to ensure darkness at all
points during passage at night. The avoidance to light could be used for guiding
downstream migrants to downstream passage routes as shown by (Keeken, et
al., 2011).

Water Flow and Eel Swimming Ability
There are two main types of migration behaviours found in eels; passive and
active swimming behaviour. This guidance document mainly covers active
swimming phases, however some passage facilities, such as estuarine flap gates
should consider passive swimming behaviour early during the design process.
Designs of passes for elvers and small eels involves some form of a matrix, also
commonly referred to as a substrate, in which the eel is in physical contact and
progress is made by a combination of crawling and swimming. However, at
some stage, the eel must swim in open water to approach the pass or leave it at
the exit. Other solutions will depend on controlling the water velocity to a level
that the fish requiring passage can swim against (i.e. culverts, sluice gates, tide
gates, etc.). Thus the swimming performance of eels and elvers needs
consideration for all upstream and downstream passage solutions.
For most purposes, the eels burst speed (the speed that can be maintained for
20 seconds) is the most appropriate design criterion to apply as few situations
will require fast swimming to be maintained for longer than this. However, the
Water
temp.
(°C)

Body length (mm)
100mm

300mmm

500mm

700mm

Sust.

Burst

Sust.

Burst

Sust.

Burst

Sust.

Burst

0.09

1.01

0.19

1.09

0.38

1.19

0.58

1.26

10 - 15 0.13

1.04

0.23

1.12

0.43

1.23

0.62

1.29

>15

1.07

0.27

1.15

0.47

1.25

0.66

1.32

<10

0.18

Table 3: Twenty-second burst and 200 minutes sustained mean swim speeds
(m/s) for eel (based from SWIMIT v3.3)
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possibility of periods of fast swimming having to be maintained for longer than 20
seconds must be considered in baffle-type passes and culverts.
Common errors in understanding burst speeds are related to not taking into
account a fish's relative burst speed vs its actual ground speed (Figure 5) and
water temperature.
The tendency for eels and elvers to be attracted to flowing water and to gather at
the most upstream point below obstructions, provides valuable pointers to the
optimal location of the downstream entrance to passage facilities. For pumped
passes it is particularly important to consider the approach velocities to the pass
entrance and, if augmentation flow is provided separately, that this flow (jet of
water) does not cause a velocity barrier at the entrance of the pass. More detail
is provided on this element in the hydraulic design considerations.

Figure 5: Eel swim speed vs ground speed

Osmoregulation
While a large number of eels feed and occupy habitats in freshwater, an
unknown percentage exhibit variable patterns of residence and migration in
estuarine and marine habitats (brackish water) (Vollestad, 1986). Studies on
American Eel (Anguilla rostrata) have shown that eels resident in saltwater grew
in length on average 2.2 times and increased in weight 5.3 times faster than
freshwater residents (Lamson, et al., 2009). The results highlight the importance
of brackish and marine habitats as areas for eel growth. Because eels exhibit
euryhalinity (adapt to survive in both salt and freshwater) and their physiological
traits enable eels to survive in variable habitats of fluctuating salinity, the
importance of passage through tidal gates and estuarine barriers needs careful
design consideration. Even though it has been shown that eels can readily
transition between saltwater and freshwater, a gradual transition zone between
Reference: [Publish date]
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non-saline and saline water is still important to allow for morphological and
physiological adaptation (Bult & Dekker, 2007). It is also important to note that
Bult & Dekker, (2007) showed that selective tidal stream transport is the main
process driving immigration of glass eels through barriers at the marine /
freshwater interface.
While there is little evidence to suggest impact from rapid changes in salinity
(Rankin, 2009), it is important to consider impacts to downstream migration
where there is no brackish water zone. There is a possibility that eel are unlikely
to adapt to a sudden change in osmotic conditions (Figure 6) and could suffer
physiological consequences (Bruĳs & Durif, 2009) or be significantly delayed.

Figure 6: (A) Natural river flow mixing with saltwater wedge creating brackish
zone where eels are able to osmoregulate between fresh and salt water. (B)
Sharp transition between salt and freshwater as can be found at tide gates could
have physiological consequences.

Predation5
Predation is a significant risk for elvers and small eels. They are likely to be
particularly vulnerable in open topped passes and as they leave the upstream
exit. Passes which have shallow slopes should give consideration to providing a
cover to prevent bird predation and, where possible, sections where birds can

5

Adapted from (Rosewarne & Wright, 2019)
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easily perch, such as flat pass sections, should be removed from designs.
Where possible they should also be guarded at each end to prevent the entry of
mammalian predators such as mink or rats, and provide adequate protection for
eel emerging from the upstream exit.
While predation at sites can be an issue, measures to reduce / prevent predation,
such as covering passes (e.g. hinged lids etc.), can lead to negative trade-offs
like sediment build up / blockage and restrict accessibility for routine cleaning.
There have also been reports of eel passes with lids becoming too hot on sunny
days when the inappropriate materials are used. More details on these design
elements are in Part IV.
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Eel Passage and Operational Flows
Operational flows set the basis for any good eel pass design and are
instrumental in all aspects of design development. To understand operational
flows, also referred to as design flows, designers must understand the river flow
conditions at any site. Understanding river flow conditions allows the correct
design to be chosen and its operational range to be set so that any passage
solution can provide effective and timely passage. This information will also be
required in Section 5 and 9 of the FP002 form as described in Part II Approvals
Process Section.

Hydrograph
River flow changes every minute of every day and is influenced by many different
inputs (e.g. rainfall) and outputs (e.g. consumptive water abstraction).
Combinations of inputs and outputs cause the river flow and water level to rise
and fall. An annual discharge hydrograph (Figure 7) is used by hydrologists to
track inputs and outputs to understand how much flow is present in the river over
time. A hydrograph can be created once enough information has been collected
on-site to develop a relationship between the stage (depth of the water above a
fixed point) and the flow (the volume of water usually in cubic metres per
second), also referred to as a rating curve. The discharge hydrograph is
essential and forms a crucial part of the supporting information required under
Section 9 of the FP002 form. To obtain the stage and flow data, the Environment
Agency runs and maintains a network of over 1400 gauging stations across
England which record flow and water level (stage) every 15 minutes. The data is
freely available at Data.Gov.UK.

Rating Curve
A rating curve is a graph (Figure 8) showing the relationship between flow and
depth in a river channel or over a fixed point. Rating curves are available at sites
where the Environment Agency have a flow gauging station. At locations where
no existing flow and depth data is available, a site-specific rating curve should be
developed to understand site hydraulics better and reduce design risk. This can
be easily achieved through (1) either installing water level sensors at the site and
measuring flow discharge or by (2) computer modelling using information from
other sites with existing data in the same catchment. The latter of the two
options is less favourable as it does add some additional risk to setting design
levels. Errors are mainly related to the quality of the information used by the
model.
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Figure 7: Hydrograph shows how the flow changes throughout the year.

Figure 8: Rating Curve (example - when the river stage is at 1.5 metres the
corresponding flow is 20m3/s)
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Flow Duration Curve
The flow duration curve (FDC) helps determine the percentage of time when the
flow is low or high so that any design can accommodate the right flow within any
given catchment. Figure 9 shows the flow duration curve for the hydrograph
shown in Figure 7. The x (horizontal) axis shows the percentage of time that the
flow is equalled or exceeded and the y (vertical) axis shows the flow rates. Q is
used as the symbol for flow and a number to represent the percentage that the
flow will be equalled or exceeded. For example, Q30 is the flow that will be
equalled or exceeded for at least 30% of the time, or in other words, for ~110
days in a year.
FDCs are used mainly for the setting of flow objectives. The Q95 flow (the flow
exceeded 95% of the time) is used in the UK to represent low flow in a river.
Mean flow typically ranges between Q30 and Q40 depending on the type of river.
As with all flow duration statistics, the mean flow will vary from year to year.
When using an FDC to guide the design process, you must make sure that the
statistics you work with are representative of the long term average. This will
typically be more than ten years and preferably 25 years.
Once you have set your operational range using an FDC, you can then use the
rating curve to determine the water depth of flow range that you might encounter
at the site. This is an essential step in setting the elevation of the eel passage
facility so that it has adequate flow through the full operating range.
Flow duration curves are also available on the UK Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology (CEH) webpage.

Figure 9: Flow duration curve
Reference: [Publish date]
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Setting Operational Flows
The operating range, also referred to as design flow, for eel passage solutions
should be determined by identifying what the low and high river flow levels are to
allow for safe and effective passage. To establish the design flows the site
hydrological data and knowledge of the migration periods of elver and eel is
required (NFPD, local monitoring or local experiences) and can be plotted on a
graph as shown in Figure 10. Once this information has been plotted, an FDC
can be used to determine what the design flow range for your eel passage
solution should be. This is shown in Figure 11 for a theoretical site that requires
eel passage from Q99 – Q32. We would expect any eel pass design to have a
lower operational limit defined as Q99 or the flow that is equalled or exceeded
99% of the time. The higher operational limit is site specific and determined by
the local hydrologic and migration criteria for elvers and eels generally found at
the site.

Figure 10: Hypothetical example showing how to evaluate operational river
flows, taking into account seasonal eel immigration as well as high and low flows.
In this example, the eel pass should cover an operational flow range between 1.3
- 3m3/s (the upper value is set using local knowledge of eel migration and
hydrologic data and should include advice from local FBG). *! Important Higher
flows are sometimes not used for various reasons including the structure
becoming drowned out.
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Figure 11: Using the flow values obtained from the hypothetical flow duration
curve example in Figure 10 (1.3 - 3.0m3/s) it is possible to determine and set the
design flow range requirement of 0.8 - 3.0m3/s. ! Important this is not the
volume of water for the eel pass but is instead the flow in the river itself.

Accounting for Tidal Influence
Understanding tide cycles with river flow is complex, and some general
knowledge is essential to the planning and construction of any passage solution
affected by the tide. Producing hydrographs in non-tidal river sections is
relatively straight forward as there are only two variables (stage vs flow) that are
accounted for as described above. However, at sites that are tidally influenced
the water level is affected by both the river flow and the tide elevation. Tidal
interaction at a site where the Environment Agency does not have a gauge is
best determined through direct observation with a staff gauge and water level
sensors. Figure 12 shows a tide affected hydrograph resulting in erratically
grouped spikes. The erratic spikes are "false flows" created by the tide
increasing the stage suggesting that there is more river flow than there is. Figure
13 provides a close-up view from the area highlighted in Figure 12, showing the
difference between actual and "false flows". It is important that when setting your
operational flows at tidal sites, "false flows" are not used in the setting of the
operational flows.
The stage data, on the other hand, is beneficial when setting downstream
entrance levels for eel passage solutions and for setting operational limits for tidal
flaps and gates. Figure 14 shows a small section of stage data for the flow
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highlighted in the insert in Figure 13. In this figure, you can see that the stage
data provides useful information on tide range and the speed at which the tide
rises at the site. Both of these elements should be taken into consideration when
designing tidal gate passage solutions—more on this in Part IV under Flaps and
Gates.

Figure 12: Tidal influenced hydrograph on the River Severn

Figure 13: Close up view of a highlighted insert in figure 14, showing the
difference between actual and "false flows" at tidal sites.
Reference: [Publish date]
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Figure 14: Stage graph showing tidal stage vs river stage

Modification of Operational Flow Post Construction
Operational flows are determined by a wide range of different site conditions and
hydraulic calculations. Occasionally it is required to modify a passage solution to
ensure it meets performance standards after construction is completed. Once an
eel pass is built, it may be protected under a specific licence (Water Resources,
Environmental Regulations Permit or separately under The Eels (England and
Wales) 2009 Regulations); therefore, any changes cannot be made without
adequate justification and written approval from the Environment Agency. More
information on approval letters and process documents can be found in Part II.

Hydraulic Design Considerations
This section will look specifically at the key hydraulic design considerations which
should be taken into account when designing any eel passage solution. It should
also be noted that while the literature on evaluating the efficiency of various eel
pass design criteria exists, there is insufficient information on transferring these
findings to different design specifications. Therefore, this section will outline the
best available design knowledge to date on each topic.
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Head and Tail Water Level
The importance of knowing what the head and tailwater relationships are for any
site becomes crucial when it comes to (1) setting the entrance and exit elevations
of the passage solution, (2) determining the slope of the pass, and (3) how long it
needs to be. The upstream water level and downstream water level act
independently of each other as can be seen in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Head and tailwater relationship

Tail Water Elevation
The entrance of the pass should extend past the minimum tailwater elevation
found at Q99 at any given site. Setting the entrance of the pass significantly
below Q99 ensures that an eel will be able to find and have sufficient depth to
enter the pass. It is recommended that eel passes are extended to the river bed
where technically feasible. Where this is not possible, tailwater data should be
collected to ensure the pass entrance can be reached at all times (Figure 17).
This becomes particularly important in tidal areas where the combination of low
flow and low tide need to be taken into account. Where the pass requires a
cover ensure that it does not affect the operational range by preventing eels from
entering the pass in higher flows.
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Headwater Elevation
The exit of the eel passage solution should be set to accommodate the style of
eel pass chosen for the site. For gravity-fed passes it should be set to cover the
full range of operational flows. For pumped passes, the splitter box should be set
high enough to ensure that it is not flooded regularly. It is important to note that
the headwater elevation is more sensitive than the tailwater elevation, so it is
worth spending more time in collecting this water level data to ensure the eel
pass exit elevation is set correctly, particularly for gravity-fed passes. Gravity-fed
passes are particularly sensitive to headwater elevation changes and if set
incorrectly, can end up being dry during lower flows (Figure 16) or drowned out
during higher flows.

Figure 17: Entrance of eel pass not set
according to tailwater elevations resulting in a
perched eel pass. When unsure of the water
level range extend substrate to bed allowing
the pass to be accessed through the full range
of tailwater levels.

Figure 16: Eel pass set too high
compared to the operational range of
the headwater level resulting in an
eel pass that is dry at low flows.

Hydraulic head difference (HHD) is the difference in elevation of the water
surface between the headwater and tailwater. The structural head difference
(SHD) is the change in water level height between the crest/invert of the
obstruction and the tailwater surface elevation (Figure 18). The HHD and SHD
differences can only be determined by collecting both the headwater and
tailwater elevation data. This is important in determining the height of the barrier,
which in turn is crucial in setting the correct slope of the eel passage solution.
Both values are calculated using the lowest flow values (Q99) as this determines
the maximum head difference an eel must traverse.
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Figure 18: Side view of a weir structure showing the difference between (A)
hydraulic head difference (HHD) and (B) structural head difference (SHD)

Slope
Deciding on the correct design slope of eel passes is not straight forward and
requires several different criteria to make the right design decision. Two slopes
may need to be considered for an eel pass installation; (1) longitudinal slope and
(2) lateral slope.

Longitudinal Slope
The longitudinal slope (typically orientated in the up and downstream direction)
should be determined by the structural head difference of the site, and how long
the pass needs to be. Selecting the optimal slope is also reliant on the physical
nature of the site, flow in the pass and the substrate. Studies by Watz, 2019,
Piper, 2018 and Jellyman, 2017 have evaluated different longitudinal slope
efficiencies with different substrates and flows. These studies have shown that,
in general, shallower slopes with small amounts of flow have the best efficiency
results.
Spacing (mm)

Longitudinal Slope of Ramp (Degrees)
15°

30°

45°

21

7.6%

35.5%

52.0%

14

61%

52.3%

38.4%

7

31.4%

12.2%

9.6%

Table 4: Proportion eels (mean length 223mm) using bristle substrate with
different spacing's on three different longitudinal slopes as investigated by
Legault, 1991
The current Environment Agency guidance recommends that eel passes with a
bristle or studded substrate should not exceed slopes of 30° (Rosewarne &
Wright, 2019); however, this may not be possible at all sites, for example, where
structural constraints may prevent staying below this angle. Depending on the
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design steeper slopes can still be effective as was demonstrated on a tilting weir
pass with slopes greater than 40° which allowed passage of eel between 100 450mm in length (Don, 2020).

Lateral Slope
The introduction of a lateral slope in eel pass designs allows the passage
solution to operate in a greater range of flows (United States Geological Survey,
2013). Lateral slopes should be kept as shallow as possible to ensure that the
wetted margins provide a large enough area where eels can still find suitable flow
conditions to ascend the pass. Setting a lateral slope which is steep, will result in
a narrower wetted margin, as compared to one which is shallow (Figure 19). A
smaller wetted margin may result in faster water velocities striking the outer edge
of an elver/eel as they move up the ramp causing their upstream locomotion to
be affected and potentially washing weaker individuals back down the ramp
(Jellyman, et al., 2017). Where operational flows allow; smaller studs should be
on the upper portion of the slope as this offers the best hydraulics for smaller eels
and larger eels as the operational range increases (Figure 20). Where multiple
tiles are required to cover the operational range consider cutting tiles accordingly
to achieve correct flow hydraulics (Figure 21).

Figure 19: The lateral slope dictates both the size and depth of the wetted
margin as well as how much of the tile is used in the operational design range.
(A) Where operational ranges are small, tiles can use shallower lateral slopes
and (B) where operational ranges are larger steeper slopes can be used.
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Figure 20: Tile orientation on lateral slope A) with smaller studs on the higher
end of the slope as it allows both small and large eels to use the pass through
the full operational design flow. B) with smaller studs at the lower end it
restricts movements of larger eels to higher flows and movement of smaller
eels to lower flows.

Figure 21: Where operational range is greater than can be accommodated on
one tile consider cutting tiles and arranging as illustrated (red dashed lines show
cut sections). ! Important if tiles are cut all gaps should be sealed to ensure no
eels become trapped in any voids.
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Width
For pumped eel passes, their width has typically been determined by the width of
the chosen substrate (e.g. eel bristle is 100 - 300mm wide). The pass design
should not start with using available media substrate widths as the base design
element on its own. Any installation should take into account all parameters (e.g.
lateral and longitudinal slope, flow, location, etc.) to ensure that a structural limit
is not placed on the design. An estimate of the number of eels requiring passage
also needs consideration. For example, close to head of tide where you may
have thousands of elvers migrating during a narrow window a design should
consider having wider passes to accommodate large migration events. Wider
passes can also be more efficient to help with attraction flow and provide a more
prominent entrance for eels to locate the pass.
The width of an eel pass is usually guided by the operational flow range for
gravity-fed passes, while for pumped passes the installation type and pump
capacity determine the width. The reliance on the flow regime at the site may
require gravity-fed passes to be angled on a lateral slope to cover the operational
flow and may require substrates to be juxtaposed to ensure that the full range is
covered (Figure 21).

Flow
Contrary to fish passes where the baffles or bed media need to be fully
submerged to work effectively, eel passes only require a smaller amount of water
down the substrate to be effective. The amount of flow necessary for a design
can be expressed in one of two ways;
● depth of water in the pass
● volumetric amount of water per second flowing down the pass
It is difficult to prescribe an exact flow amount or depth to cover a wide range of
eel passage applications. A site by site evaluation of the type of eel pass, eel
size range and the operational flow requirements is required along, with the
following guidance flow parameters.
For small eels, historically guidance has suggested a minimum of 0.5 l/s is
sufficient for effective passage (Anon., 2010). This guidance is aimed at pumped
passes where the flow is typically spit, with a large proportion going towards the
splitter box and a small fraction going down the eel pass itself. Studies have
shown that effective eel passage can be achieved with as little as 0.07 l/s (Watz,
et al., 2019) within a bristle substrate, highlighting the fact that substrates need
only be wetted for effective use.
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Few studies have measured the depth of water in a pass, however, at lower flow
rates, there is likely to be just a matter of a few millimetres (~5-10mm) of water
across the bed of the pass. In a study of the effectiveness of different substrates
at different slopes, Voegtle and Larinier (2000) noted that restricted water depth
was necessary for most efficient passage of small eels. This became more
critical at higher slopes and the best results were obtained with less than 20mm
water depth at 15°, less than 10 mm at 30°, and less than 5 mm at 45°.
For large eels however a depth of water is required to ensure eels can use the
pass mainly by their undulatory swimming ability. This requirement for flow depth
is opposite to that for small eels, as described above, and requires careful
consideration when a pass needs to cater for both small and large eels. Figure
21 shows how this can be accommodated in passes with lateral slopes on
gravity-fed passes and in pumped passes using a single substrate type. Other
solutions, such as using multiple substrates in a pumped pass to accommodate a
range of eel sizes are found later in this document in Part IV.
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Principles of Good Design
Stages of Eel Passage
The basic principle of eel and fish passage at barriers can be split into three
different stages of passage; (1) guidance, (2) entry and (3) passage (CastroSantos & Haro, 2010). In this section, we will adopt the approach used by
Castro-Santos and Haro (2010) and add one more stage, the exit. The passage
of eels moving upstream and downstream can therefore be broken down into four
distinct phases of movement, (1) Attraction, (2) Entrance, (3) Passage and (4)
Exit. Any design should consider the hydraulics of these 4 phases to ensure
efficient and timely passage of eel past a barrier.

Upstream Passage
Attraction
Attraction to the pass is an essential element in both selecting the correct
location for the pass and a suitable pass design which eels will be able to locate.
This can be quite a challenging element of the design, particularly as eel passes
convey very little water and are often located at sites with large competing flows
(e.g. plunging flows next to weirs, discharges for hydropower sites, etc.).
In the first instance, passes should be located in areas where natural attraction
flow is provided. Where this is not possible supplemental attraction flow may be
considered to increase the detectability and therefore pass efficiency.
Entrance
Once the eels have located the pass the next stage to consider is the entrance
for upstream passage. The entrance should be located as close as possible to
the downstream edge of the barrier where eels can easily detect any attraction
flow. In some cases this may not be possible due to local hydraulics (e.g.
standing waves, etc.), or other design limiting factors. If it is located away from
the barrier it may be required to provide some attractive mechanism by supplying
an additional augmented flow at the entrance of the pass.
Passage
The eel must be able to use a pass in a safe, timely manner without delay. This
is mainly achieved by an operational flow that provides the correct volume of
water within the pass. A pass with the correct form and function will restrict the
velocity of flow within the pass along with a substrate which both slows and
disorganises the flow. The correct design parameters allow the eel to achieve a
purchase with its body and allow its passage by crawling as much as swimming.
This approach exploits the natural swimming behaviour of the eel in seeking
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edge-effects and shallow water in its migrations, as well as its natural climbing
behaviour.
Exit
The fish leaving the pass should exit in an appropriate area for continued
upstream migration. The exit should be far enough away from the obstruction to
avoid eels being washed back downstream and into suitable habitat to avoid
predation from birds and other animals.

Downstream Passage
Eels have a catadromous life cycle returning to the sea to spawn after 5 plus
years in freshwater. Until recently downstream migration has largely been
ignored in the UK, except in so far as it was covered for migratory salmonids by
the legislation on screening water intakes (Environment Agency , 2010).
During downstream migration silver eels have to pass many types of barriers
such as large barrages, flood-control dams, flood gates, weirs, hydropower
stations, sluices and pumping stations (Bruĳs & Durif, 2009). These barriers, like
those affecting the upstream migration, have likely contributed to the decline of
European eel by causing migration delay and mortality (increased predation and
entrainment through turbines and pumps (Coutant & Whitney, 2000)). To assist
the recovery of the European eel population, the European Union implemented
the European Eel Regulation (EC no. 1100/2007) which sets a minimum 40%
escapement threshold for spawning eel biomass. The Eels (England and Wales)
Regulations provides legislation for the screening of intakes to reduce mortality
and increase escapement of migrating silver eels.
Designing downstream passage facilities requires consideration of not only
physical design aspects but also an understanding of sensory cues (Haro, 2003).
Similar to upstream migration flow cues, temperature, location and light should all
be taken into account when designing the downstream passage solution.
Studies on silver eel migration have consistently shown exploratory behaviour at
barriers as they migrate downstream when there is no clear route (Jansen, et al.,
2007) (Piper, et al., 2013) (Travade, et al., 2010). This exploratory behaviour
results in the delay of migrating fish and can be caused by numerous factors
including (1) noise (such as turbulence at weirs and sluice gates, pumping
sounds and rotating turbines), (2) changes in flow patterns (water abstraction
facilities and hydropower installations) and (3) artificial light at pumping stations,
power generation sites and even in urban areas (Sand, et al., 2000) (Piper, et al.,
2017) (Keeken, et al., 2011).
It is therefore important to consider that as catchments are opened up to eels
through upstream passage, there also needs to be consideration given to the
safe passage back to the ocean for the silver eel. This is especially important in
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pumped catchments, such as those found in Anglian Region where there is a
complex network of waterways and pumping stations (Solomon & Wright, 2012).
Attraction
As with upstream migration attracting silver eels to a downstream pass (notch or
bypass) requires a detectable flow towards the pass entrance. Eels appear to
use the direction of river flow as an orientating stimulus (Jansen, 2007) therefore
following the main flow path, or river thalweg, on their outward migration. The
location of the pass should be placed where the majority of flow spills/cascades
over the barrier.
Entrance
The entrance of the pass needs to provide a smooth transition to the notch /
bypass (e.g. sluices, hatches, notches, etc.) to allow migrants to transition to the
bypass. Flow should be laminar with little to no turbulence associated with the
entrance. Physical entrance design parameters are provided in Part IV of this
guide.
Passage
Passage over the obstruction itself should be given careful consideration. If a
notch is chosen, ensure the weir face is suitable for eels to descend without
occurring significant physical damage. It is best to avoid only placing notches in
weir faces that are stepped or have a very rough surface (e.g. made with
protruding stone at irregular spacing's, etc.) without considering the addition of an
appropriate chute or flume. For bypasses, the flume should be smooth with no
projections (e.g. screws, bolt heads, etc.) for descending eels to incur physical
damage.
Exit
The exit of the pass should be located so that the eel can continue on its journey
without delay. Notches and bypass exits should discharge into faster flowing
deep water at the base of the obstruction and preferably where there is natural
vegetation cover nearby (i.e. woody debris or overhanging bank vegetation).

Competing Flows
Flows at barriers can occasionally be complex creating multiple attraction flows
from passage and non-passage sources. This occurs for both upstream and
downstream migrants and can cause significant delays when passage cues are
hidden by other directional cues. Ensure any passage facility has strong
attraction flow (upstream and downstream) where possible and provide additional
auxiliary flow when needed.
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Carbon Reduction and Plastics in the Environment
Eel passage needs to provide sustainable solutions by reviewing the materials
used to achieve its objectives. It also should include a focus on reducing our
carbon footprint and other environmental impacts. The best solution is to remove
an obstruction that is no longer required.
Carbon Reduction
One of the most significant environmental challenges we are currently facing is
climate change. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is an important greenhouse gas that we
need to reduce to mitigate against global warming.
The Environment Agency is taking action across the organisation to reduce our
CO2 through environmental design and improved energy efficiency measures.
Every element of eel passage design should consider how it can reduce its CO2
impact. Not using pumps or excessive amounts of materials that can have a
negative environmental impact e.g. concrete, are just some of the ways eel
passage can minimise its effects. Use the Whole Life (Construction) Carbon
Planning Tool to help with evaluating any designs.
Plastics in the Environment
There are benefits and disbenefits in using plastic products compared with other
materials. Some plastic products, such as eel bristles and tiles, give confidence
in long-term performance, however, may for example degrade quicker if situated
in locations with lots of direct UV exposure. In some cases, we may be able to
identify better solutions that avoid the use of plastics.
More information can be found in the Environment Agency Briefing note on the
use of plastic products in EA assets.

Figure 22: Principles to aid decision making – Source: Environment Agency
Briefing note on the use of plastics (May 2019)
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Operational Maintenance Design Considerations
The ease of maintenance of any eel passage solution should be considered at
the outset of any design optioneering process. Its degree of maintainability will
dictate the future operational success of the solution and its ability to operate
reliably in ensuring safe eel passage. Regulation 15, of The Eels (England and
Wales) Regulations 2009, specifically relates to the maintenance of eel passes.
It states that "A responsible person must, at their own cost, maintain an eel pass
in an efficient state" and that failure to do so is an offence.
When selecting and designing safe passage for eel, the following basic
maintenance principles should be considered during the design.
● Design Philosophy: As part of setting the design philosophy, you should
also consider the level of maintenance you are willing to accept for the
asset. The maintenance philosophy should consider available resources
for routine maintenance, any capital costs for future repair and
replacement, and how easy it is to undertake inspections. It may also be a
good stage to consider passive design principles. Passive design is
where a design fulfils its primary function with minimum or no need for
physical or other intervention. You can read more on this in the
Environment Agency's Passive Design Guidance.
● Reducing Preventative Maintenance: This refers to the time required to
keep a passage solution in good working condition regardless of the
condition of the asset. For eel passage installations, the largest
preventative maintenance item is debris blockage. Design decisions such
as adding debris deflectors are just one of the elements which can help to
reduce preventative maintenance.
● Safe Access: Accessing the passage facility to undertake maintenance is
of key importance to any design. Very important developments have been
made regarding safe access over the previous few years and it is more
than simply installing a set of steps or a gate. It should also be thought of
in terms of ease of access to regularly clean and maintain the pass. For
example, reducing the number of fixings for eel pass covers and ensuring
they remain usable even after years of repetitive opening and closing is
good practice. Consideration should also be given to designs that involve
lifting, pulling or pushing. Where possible designs that require manual
handling should in the first instance, consider how manual handling can be
designed out completely. Please refer to the Manual Handling Guide for
more information.
● Easy Replacement of Component Parts: Eel passage Solutions at some
point in their operational life will suffer structural damage or part failure
due to flooding or strike damage by large floating debris. It is important to
simplify the replacement of any part where possible to prevent disturbing
the remaining pass, which may still be in good condition.
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A list of basic maintenance design questions can be found in Appendix E and
should be read in conjunction with the Safety, Health, Environment and
Wellbeing (SHEW) Handbook.
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Part IV
Eel Passage Solutions
Removal of Barrier
Removing the structure should always be considered first before considering any
type of formal eel passage solution. Removing, lowering and modifying weirs,
sluice gates, culverts and other barriers can have beneficial effects for rivers and
their local environments. Improvements can also help satisfy the requirements of
the EU Water Framework Directive (WFD) – European legislation on integrated
river basin management introduced in 2000.
More information on barrier removal can be found in Weir removal, lowering and
modification: a review of best practice Project summary SC070024/S. The report
makes several observations of best practice from weir removal and modification
projects but also focuses on the need to collect evidence and monitor the results
and impacts of such projects.

Eel Ramps
Eel ramps are the most basic of the engineered passage solution options. In
their simplest form, they consist of a straight trough-like ramp with a
climbing/swimming substrate. These types of passes can be easy to install, low
cost, require little maintenance and can also be incorporated into technical fish
pass designs.
The key design consideration with any gravity-fed eel ramp is understanding the
operational flows in combination with the substrate medium for the site location.
The elevation and orientation (i.e. with or without a lateral slope) of the control tile
at the top of the pass (Figure 25) regulates the correct amount of flow through the
passage facility at all times (Figure 23).
The following minimum technical requirements should be used as a guide to
ensure a BAEP eel ramp installation in achieved.
● Must be in a trough-like channel made of a suitable material to withstand
the sites hydraulic requirements, with sidewalls that are suitably high
enough to cover the operational flow requirements.
● A longitudinal slope of no more than 30°
● A single lateral slope appropriate for the size of eel present and the
required operational flows. “V” shaped passes have at this point in time
not been fully assessed.
● A good design will have the max operational range just reaching the top of
the substrate if on a lateral slope or set flat (Figure 23)
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● Length of the pass will depend on the height of the barrier and the
longitudinal slope
● Width typically 300 - 500mm wide but wider ramps may be required as
determined by the operational flow range and substrate units can be
juxtaposed
● The pass should be wetted at all times with operational flows set to the eel
size and migration requirements encountered at the site.
● Covers are not considered to be a requirement unless there are specific
site circumstances (e.g. H&S, maintenance, vandalism, predation etc.)
that dictate their installation
● The entrance should be located as close to the base of the barrier as
possible and next to the river bank or structure abutment. The tiles should
either extend fully to the bed or be suitably below Q99 to allow sufficient
depth for eels to find and enter the pass.
● The exit must extend past the barrier crest sufficiently to allow for the eel
to swim away and not be swept back over the barrier. Eel tiles should also
extend to the bed if possible or to a suitable depth significantly below the
Q99 level of the impoundment.
● For both flat and laterally sloped passes, it may advantageous to provide a
minimum 100mm wide smooth substrate-free channel at the base of the
slope or to one side of the flat pass. This is to provide additional attraction
flow (Figure 19;Figure 24) and as a route for debris removal.

Figure 23: Operational flows should be limited to the top of the substrate for both
bristle and studded substrates. A) Where substrates are on a lateral slope it is
the highest point of the substrate on slope as compared to B) when there is no
lateral slope.
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Figure 24: Gravity-fed pass with a lateral slope (A) with attraction flow channel (1)
and eel pass set flat on weir face (B) with flow control tile(2) at max flow capacity.
There is a noticeable depth change down the remaining pass as water
accelerates and water leaking from the pass (3).

Figure 25: Gravity pass installed on a weir with lateral slope – control tile or
crest where cuts to tiles and gap filling can become an issue need careful
consideration and care when installed.
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Cassette Style Eel Pass
This style of a pass is common on a range of structures for its ability to cover
large operational ranges, accommodate multiple eel sizes and for its ease of
maintenance.
The eel substrate panels or “cassettes” are easily removed through the top of the
pass to allow for regular maintenance and can either be studded eel tiles, bristle
board or a combination of both.
The key design considerations with cassette-style passes are sediment load in
the river and maintainability. Cassette style passes have proven to be
problematic in catchments with high sediment loads, mainly when using bristle
substrates that are not maintained correctly. There have also been issues
around maintainability, particularly with the weight of individual cassettes when
they are longer than 1.0 m and fitted with eel studded substrate.
The following minimum technical requirements should be used as a guide to
ensure a BAEP eel cassette-style pass installation is achieved.
● As the cassettes are mounted vertically, it is possible to cover a greater
operational flow range with the limiting factor mainly being the weight of
each cassette and its maintainability
● Where possible two substrates can be added to the cassette to account
for multiple eel life stages
● Ensure the pass extends significantly past the top of the barrier to ensure
eels do not get swept back over the barrier
● Debris plates, both on the top (lids) and at upstream exit should be added
to help with reducing silt and vegetation accumulation. This helps reduce
the need for frequent maintenance on the eel pass as well as
guaranteeing continual operation and free flow in the pass. ! Important
debris deflector plate does not go to the bed (Figure 26)
● The operational flow range should be taken into account when deciding on
the height of each cassette
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Figure 26: Cassette style eel pass on a standard crump weir where (1) is the entrance
(2) is the exit (3) is the deflector plate and (4) are the hinged lids. Inset (A) shows
deflector plate (3) does not go to bed and (6) the pass base must follow the weir
profile. Inset (B) showing eel pass cassette units (5) laid out on the bank with (6)
showing how the cassettes match the weir profile.

Tilting Weir Pass
Tilting weir passes (Figure 27) adopt the same design approaches as ramp eel
passes with the exception that they do not remain static but instead move with a
tilting weir or sluice. Designing a self-adjusting eel pass to pass eels efficiently is
quite complex. It is reliant on three mechanical parts to work in harmoniously at
all times:
● the tilting weir
● the hinging mechanism between the weir and eel pass ramp
● the float mechanism which keeps the entrance of the pass at the right
water depth
This type of pass requires extensive water level and flow data collection to
ensure that its operating range can be met as well as an operational
understanding of how the tilting gate operates. Figure 28 demonstrates how the
slope of an eel pass varies with the different flow, tide range and gate operational
requirements.
The following minimum technical requirements should be considered as a guide
to ensure a BAEP eel ramp installation is achieved.
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● Must be in a trough-like channel made of a suitable material to withstand
the sites hydraulic requirements with sidewalls that are suitably high
enough to cover the operational flow requirements.
● A longitudinal slope will vary based on gate operation and should not
exceed 30° when the gate is full closed (in the up position)
● A lateral slope of no more than 20° should be considered to accommodate
greater flow variation (in some designs a "v-shaped" trough may be
considered as seen in (Figure 31)
● Length of the pass will depend on the maximum hydraulic height of the
tilting gate and the longitudinal slope
● Width typically 300 - 500mm wide
● The pass should be wetted at all times
● A cover may be required to reduce predation as well as excess water
plunging onto the pass while the gate is spilling
● The entrance should sit suitably below Q99 to allow sufficient depth for
eels to find and enter the pass. ! Important the depth of the pass at the
entrance is completely reliant on the float mechanism, so upon installation,
the floatation device might have to be adjusted to ensure optimal
operation.
● The exit must extend down and beyond the barrier crest sufficiently to
allow for the eel to swim away and not be swept back over the barrier. Eel
substrate should go to bed if possible or to a suitable depth significantly
below the Q99 level of the impoundment.
● Maintenance inspection and cleaning frequencies for these type of passes
can be high, so careful consideration should be given to where they are
installed and how easy they are to maintain.

Figure 27: Tilting gate eel pass installation shown in A) with a top view B) showing the
exit configuration of the pass. The annotations include: 1) Pass exit, 2) pass entrance,
3) float mechanism, 4) “V” shaped substrate, 5) hinge mechanism and 6) tilting weir
control box
Reference: [Publish date]
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Unlike gravity-fed eel ramps and cassette tile eel passes, self-adjusting eel
passes contain moving parts. It is therefore important to consult the local MEICA
team early in the design process. This is to ensure that all moving mechanical
parts are designed appropriately and that the facility can be maintained safely.
Tilting weir up and low
flow scenario - 37°

Tilting weir down and low
flow scenario - 17°

Tilting weir up with low flow
and high tide scenario - 19°

Tilting weir down with low flow
and high tide scenario - 4°

Figure 28: Understanding the tailwater and gate operational
requirements helps when setting the range of angles which the eel
pass should operate. In this example the eel pass slope has a

Pumped Passes
Pumped eel passes, also termed up and over passes, provide a fixed and
constant flow of water to the passage solution. The basic principles of a gravityfed eel ramp are used for the design of the passage solution; however, with the
benefit of consistent and controlled water flow. The pumped flow which is
supplied to the pass is split between three separate uses:
● providing water to the substrate on the eel ramp,
● water to encourage the eel down and out at the apex and exit of the
pass
● some water may be used to provide additional attraction flow at the
entrance of the pass.
The basic design components of a pumped pass are (Figure 29):
●
●
●
●

Water pump and screen
Water supply pipe
Power supply and instrument panel
Eel pass trough and substrate
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● Splitter box – where water is proved to the substrate and exit pipe
● Auxiliary attraction flow – if required

Figure 29: Components of a pumped eel pass: (1) water pump with appropriate
sized screen (2) electrical and water supply conduit and pipe (3) exit pipe (4)
splitter box where the eels are able to exit the substrate and continue down the
exit pipe without delay (5) eel pass trough and substrate (6) auxiliary attraction
flow pipe.
Consideration should be given to other passive designs before considering a
pumped pass and they should only be considered if no other passive option is
suitable. With pumped passes, the operation of the pass is entirely reliant on a
pump to feed water into the pass. Pump failures have been linked to clogging of
the intake/screen, unknown electrical failures, pumps not submerged in water
during a tide cycle and just simply being switched off (Rosewarne & Wright,
2019).
The correct design of the pumping system (pump, pump screen, pipework,
control box, electrical supply and telemetry) is fundamental to the operation of the
asset therefore, pumped systems must be designed in consultation with the area
MEICA team. The MEICA team will also complete an automation risk
assessment based on the asset owners User Requirement Specification. The
design must include sufficient system resilience to ensure that, in the event of
component failure or blockage, the asset owner is immediately made aware of
the failure by means of telemetreed warning alarms etc. If the failure of a pump
or associated equipment will result in immediate risk of an environmental
incident, secondary automatic backup and telemetreed warnings must be
included within the design. For more information on pump specifications please
read the guidance document on Pumps.
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Main pump
Legend
Flow Control Valve

Flow Splitter

Control Panel

Flow Shutoff Lever
Splitter Box

Flow Sensor

Auxiliary
Attraction Flow Substrate Spray Downwash Spray

Figure 30: Basic pumped eel pass water supply schematic
The following minimum technical requirements should be considered as a guide
to ensure BAEP pumped eel pass installation is achieved.
● Must be in a trough-like channel made of a suitable material to withstand
the sites hydraulic requirements.
● A longitudinal slope of no more than 30°
● A lateral slope of no more than 20° should be considered to accommodate
greater flow variation (in some designs a "v-shaped" trough may be
considered as has been developed by Aquatic Control Engineering Figure
31)
● Width typically 300 - 500mm wide
● The splitter box design should include a separately adjustable flow nozzle
for both the downwash and the substrate flow (Figure 32)
● The splitter box design should be kept simple and have a suitable sharp
downward transition to avoid eels going back down the pass (Figure 32)
● Flow to the splitter box should be of a sufficient volume (litres per second)
to ensure that enough water is supplied to each of the required pass
elements (substrate and splitter box/downwash pipe)
● Flow to any auxiliary attraction flow should only be considered if required,
and if unsure, allow for the infrastructure (pump size, pipework, shutoff
valve etc.) to be installed as part of original design work (Figure 30; Figure
29)
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● A cover is only required if absolutely necessary for security or H&S
reasons, however is generally not recommended.
● The entrance should sit significantly below Q99 to allow sufficient depth for
eels to find and enter the pass.
● The exit (delivery pipe from the splitter box) must extend past the barrier
crest sufficiently to allow for the eel to swim away and not be swept back
over the barrier.
● The exit pipe should not contain any substrate
● The exit pipe should be at a steep enough angle so that eels cannot travel
back up the pipe. An eel should not experience free fall (i.e. no sections of
vertical or near vertical pipe) in any point of the exit pipe or get
stuck/delayed in flat sections.

Figure 31: (A) Pumped pass where flow at crest is too strong causing eels to find
alternate route to exit the pass. (B) Pumped pass with two different types of
media and an attraction flow provided to the entrance (Fish Passage Working
Group, 2010). (C) New “V” shaped eel pass design currently being tested.
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Figure 32: Example splitter box layout detailing important design aspects: (1) water
inflow pipe (2) adjustable spray nozzle providing substrate flow (3) Adjustable nozzle
providing flow to down slope and exit pipe (4) transition slope between substrate and
exit pipe (5) exit pipe (6) eel pass upslope and substrate.

Combination Lift Passes
Lift passes are reserved for barriers with a considerable hydraulic head
difference such as large reservoir dams. A fish lift is a mechanical system that
first traps the migrating fish in a suitably sized tank of water located at the base of
an barrier, and then raises and empties it upstream (Larinier & Travade, 2002) an
illustration can be found in Figure 33. This guide will not cover lift passes in
detail due to their limited use in the UK and their complexities in operation and
design

Figure 33: Cross section of a typical fish lift (Lariner, 2002)
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Combination Eel and Fish Passes
It has become increasingly important to consider eel passage as part of larger
traditional fish passage schemes. Due to the limited swimming abilities of eels,
their passage through conventional fish passes that are designed for other fish
species should not be automatically assumed (Porcher, 2009).

Baffle Fish Passes
While there is anecdotal evidence of larger yellow eels using technical baffle
fishways (Fewings, 2019), their passage efficiency is not known. It is considered
to be poor, mainly due to the higher velocities and turbulence experienced in the
pass. Separate eel passage solutions should be incorporated into baffle type
passes to ensure safe eel passage, particularly in lower catchments where
weaker swimming eel life stages are present. Figure 34 and Figure 35 show
examples of super active baffle fish passes with separate eel passage facilities.

Figure 34: (A) Superactive baffle pass (1) with separate dedicated eel passage facility(2)
separated by a wall (3) where (4) is the weir and (5) is the bank (B) upstream looking view
of lateral slope eel pass installed and (C) overhead view of eel pass.
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Figure 35: A) Super-active baffle pass (1) with separate cassette style eel pass
(2) under construction. B) Eel and fish pass constructed

Pool Passes and Vertical Slot Type Passes
Adult and large juvenile eels can swim upstream in vertical-slot fishways as long
as the bottom substrate is consistently rough (Fjeldstad, et al., 2018). If a vertical
slot fishway is planned placing a porous climbing substrate, such as studded eel
tiles or bristles, into the base of the slot may increase the passage efficiency of
this design (Fish Passage Working Group, 2010). In the UK a few pool passes
have been built with a cobbled substrate covering the bed of the entire pass
providing additional roughness to the bed for eel and other benthic swimming fish
species. Porcher, (2009) also suggests that pool passes with deep notches, to
permit passage without leaping, and moderate differences in the level between
pools also provided some passage; however, it is not a recommended passage
solution for eels. For sites that have small elvers separate eel passage solutions
should be considered, as their swimming ability and strength are not suited for
these types of passes.

Nature-like Bypass Channels
Nature-like fishways are channels which are dug around structures and lined to
mimic the natural river environment by placing boulders, cobbles, gravel and
large woody debris (LWD) into it (Figure 36). The natural materials placed into
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these channels have been shown to pass a wide variety of fish species (DVWK,
2002) which rely on bed roughness to reduce water velocities and are set to
gentle gradients, usually 0.03 - 2.5% (Environment Agency , 2010). Resting
pools and larger objects such as boulders and LWD reduce velocities allowing a
greater potential of very small or weak swimming species such as eel and elver
(Haro, et al., 2008) to pass. If the nature-like fishway is designed to meet the
swimming requirements of eel and elver, there is no reason why eels would not
use this type of pass as long as the pass entrance is located in the correct
location and the exit has sufficiently low enough velocities for eels to exit (refer to
Table 3).

Figure 36: A nature-like fishway at Bevere on the R. Severn. Inset showing
roughened bed and perturbation blocks.

Low-Cost Baffles
Low-cost baffle (LCB) fish easements are being increasingly installed on
structures as a low cost solution. There is currently no evidence that eels of all
size ranges use these types of passes consistently and efficiently. Therefore
separate eel passage structures should be considered, similar to baffle fish
passes, where a separator wall or upstand is installed between the baffles and
eel pass substrate (Figure 37). It is important to ensure separator walls are
sufficiently high enough to separate the LCB’s flow hydraulics from the eel pass
over the full operational design flow range.
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Figure 37: Low-cost baffle easement (1) with isolated eel pass (2) which is
separated by an upstand (3).

Alternative Passage Solutions
Natural Climbing Substrates
Small elvers are good climbers and can use their thin elongated body shape on
wet roughened and vegetated surfaces to ascend structures (Jellyman, et al.,
2017). Poorly maintained margins on the sides of weirs which remain wetted,
also provide some natural passage in combination with engineered eel passage
solutions. Maintenance operations where weirs are routinely cleaned of all
naturally growing vegetation should be reviewed.

Materials Incorporated Design
When repairing old structures, if it’s not possible to remove the barrier following
it’s assessment, it is important to consider what materials are used in the repair
work. This is particularly important in lower catchments where there are glass
eels and small elvers. Incorporating roughened surfaces onto structures could
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be a good alternative to installing complicated eel passage solutions. For
example, Anwar, 2018 studied different ramp slopes with varying sizes of grain
for glass eels and elvers and concluded that 2 - 4mm appeared to be the optimal
grain size range. This information can be adopted into structural repairs where
new concrete surfaces are required. Considering an exposed aggregate finish
on an in-river structure that has a glacis of up to 45° could potentially assist glass
eels and small elvers at the margins where flows are suitably low enough to

Figure 38: (A) eel climbing on coarser 2-4mm gain size (Anwar,
2018) (B) 2-5mm exposed aggregate finish.
ascend the structure (Figure 38).

Mussel Spat Rope
Historically, elver climbing ropes were made of more natural materials, such as
straw; however, it was found that material deterioration required more frequent
maintenance and replacement and therefore it was not widely used. Ropes
made of modern materials (polyethene and polypropylene) exhibiting diverse
structural features such as long loops, short loops and long filaments have seen
a recent revival of this cheap and temporary (seasonal) eel substrate solution
(Figure 39).
Studies in New Zealand of mussel spat ropes to address passage of ‘climbing’
species have been investigated by (David, et al., 2013) and (David & Hamer,
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2012). Although these studies have not specifically tested for passage efficiency
of eel, anecdotal support does exist for eels using ropes as a climbing substrate
to ascend vertically. Doehring & Hay (2017) however, concluded that ropes were
not physically used to climb instead eels were using the wetted layer between the
obstruction surface and the mussel spat rope to ascend. This suggested that the
rope was used more for cover than as a climbing substrate.
Rope substrate has some potential applications for elver passage and their
potential is currently being evaluated at some locations across the UK.
Helpful tips
● The rope must always be wetted
● Use of ropes should target sites where elvers are present that are less
than 100mm in length are present
● Mussel spat ropes are being used in New Zealand to aide fish movement
through culverts where it is impractical to install other types of substrates
such as baffles or tiles to the base of the culvert.

Figure 39: Mussel spat rope is specifically designed for the mussel farming
industry to collect wild mussel larvae or spat. There are different types of spat
ropes (A-E) with different loop arrangements and are either weighted or floating.
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Climbing Substrates
Juvenile eels less than 120mm in length possess a natural climbing ability where
wetted vegetation or a suitably equivalent natural rough surface is present
(Jellyman, 1977). However, eels are unable to climb smooth or dry
anthropogenic structures, such as weirs and dams, that are formed with modern
materials and have a considerable vertical height. Where such structures cannot
be removed, a more engineered passage solution may be required using an
artificial climbing substrate.
The type of substrate chosen for a particular site should take into account the
size range of eel present and the type of barrier the eel is trying to overcome. In
some cases, it may be necessary to have more than one substrate in one pass or
even provide multiple passes at one barrier.
Many different climbing substrates have been designed specifically as eel
climbing substrates or have been adapted from other industries such as
construction and aquaculture. Each substrate type comes with specific design
considerations and varying degrees of positives and negatives. The following
sections will cover eel substrate selection basics and help you choose the best
substrate and style of eel pass for your site.

Woven and Netting Substrates
Woven materials, such as geotextiles (Enkamat), artificial grass (AstroTurf),
nylon garden netting and hessian sacks sewn together have been widely applied
and studied for use as eel climbing substrates, particularly in the early designs
(Knights & White, 1998) (Dahl, 1991). These are not considered good
alternatives to other types of substrates and are not considered a BAEP solution.
These types of materials are not considered BAEP as they were mainly used in
early eel pass designs and have given way to more engineered solutions such as
studded eel tiles and eel bristle boards. While they were functional for some eel
passage, they limit the size of eel that can pass through the matrix. Voegtle et
al., (2000) noted that Enkamat is only suitable for eel less than 260 mm in length
and can cause individuals to lose considerable amounts of mucus. Matthews et
al., (2001) mention that the larger ‘bootlace’ eels which passed through their
facility late in the season became entangled in the mesh.
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Figure 40: Different types of Netting and woven materials (A) EnkaMat (B) Netting (C)
Hessian and coconut fibre erosion blanket

Brush and Bristle Substrates
Brush or bristle substrates have been available for many years and remain a
popular option to facilitate eel passage at barriers to migration. Early references
record the use of brushes in an eel pass on the R. Elbe in Germany as early as
1964 (O'Leary, 1971; Tesch, 2003). Today’s bristle substrates are currently
widely used in many different styles of eel passes however are most commonly
found in either a pumped up-and-over pass or in the “cassette-style” pass.
Bristle boards are made specifically for eel passes using a range of suitable
materials, dimensions and spacing for the bristles according to the situation and
size of eels found at the site (Figure 41).
Installations of brush clusters in more formal fish passage structures have been
installed in the UK (Figure 42). They provide a wide spectrum of different flow
characteristics offering several migration corridors with different hydraulic
conditions (Kucukali, 2018). While no data has been collected directly related to
eel passage efficiencies, the low velocities experienced in the pass are suitable
for a wide range of eel passage. No further guidance on this substrate can be
given at this time.
Eel bristle substrates are a cost-effective, durable solution and can provide
passage for other small fish species such as bullhead when installed correctly.
The high-density polyethylene (HDPE) backboards typically come in fixed lengths
and widths and can be easily cut to fit any installation. Bristle spacing of either
20mm or 30mm are available off the shelf, or a bespoke spacing can be ordered
if required.
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Helpful tips
● The efficacy of the substrate for different size classes is affected by the
spacing of the bristle clusters, with smaller spacing’s deemed more suited
to small eels and vice versa
● It is possible to have two different bristle spacing’s on one board and it is
recommended where a broader range of eel size classes is present
● Ensure boards are correctly fastened to channel sections and backboards
as they tend to lift during higher flows and warp in higher temperatures
● The substrate should form a continuous run with no gaps
● If gaps cannot be avoided, they should be sealed to prevent entrapment of
elvers under or between boards.
● Where gaps need to be sealed use a good quality high modulus nonshrinking sealant which is unaffected by UV, wide temperature changes
and saltwater immersion.
● Bristles will clog with silt relatively easily so extra attention should be taken
to ensure the substrate can be quickly and regularly maintained.

Figure 41: Bristle substrate is available in flat panel strips (B) as well as “V”
shaped as in (A) designed by ACE.
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Figure 42: Brush pass in Thames Area where (1) is the same point of the pass
during operational and dry conditions.

Eel Tiles and Other Stud-Type Substrates
Over the years, there have been several advances in the development of
climbing substrates to facilitate eel passage at barriers. One of the more recent
advances has been the design and installation of open studded substrates,
commonly referred to as “eel tiles”.
Eel studded substrates are cost-effective, very versatile, easy to install and also
provide passage for other fish species such as bullhead and other minor fish
species. They are typically made of hard, durable plastic, however, have also
been formed using different material such as concrete, granite and rubber.
Studded substrates have been used in many different types of installations,
including pumped-supply passes or simply fixed to the barrier and can be easily
cut and adapted to suit any install.
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Figure 43: There are currently a few different styles and configurations of eel
tiles on the market. (Photo Credit (A): CW Jonas Elghagen)
Helpful tips
● Eel tiles are designed to accommodate larger eels (150mm + in length), so
careful consideration should be given to what distance the site is located
from the nearest head of tide (HoT).
● When installing eel tiles, there should be no gaps or empty voids created
in the pass as this could lead to eel mortality or even destabilisation of the
pass over time.
● If cutting tiles to suit the pass installation requirements ensure all sharp
edges and any studs that have been cut in half are removed (Figure 44).
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● Where possible, avoid mounting the tiles completely flat unless there is a
consistent regulated flow provided by a pump or other means. When the
flow is un-regulated eel tiles should be, if possible, sloped laterally to
accommodate operational flow requirements.

A

B

Figure 44: A) Photo showing void and 1/2 stud created during tile modification
and B) eel tiles set on a lateral slope to accommodate a range of flows.
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Part V
Downstream Passage
This eel passage guide will only consider downstream migration solutions at
simple river barriers that have one defined flow path, such as weirs, sluices, etc.
Solutions for more complex river barriers containing multiple flow paths, such as
hydropower, water abstraction, etc., are covered in more detail in the
Environment Agency Screening and Outfalls Guidance Document.

Simple Barriers
Bypasses and Notches
At barriers where there is no water abstracted or transferred, and there is only
one recognised flow route eels will generally migrate over the obstruction when
the right conditions prevail. However, simple notches or bypasses can be added
to barriers to help guide and facilitate eel passage increasing the opportunity for
downstream and potentially upstream migration.
Surface bypass and notch designs vary considerably as the geometrical and
hydraulic design parameters are adapted to (1) specific fish requirements
(Katapodis & Williams, 2012), (2) nature of physical structure and (3) the flow
available for each site. Originally designed to assist with migrating salmon
smolts, Travade et al., 2010 found that silver eels in France also used surface
bypasses. The study also confirmed that the downstream migration behaviour of
eels was strongly influenced by flow conditions and the proportion of flow used
for the bypass.
The following minimum technical requirements should be considered as a guide
to ensure BAEP downstream eel bypass and notch installation is achieved.
● Bypass or notch discharge should follow the operational flow periods
where silver eels migrate.
● Must be easy to access and remove blockages if they occur
● Flow to the entrance should be smooth with no rapid changes in flow
velocities or turbulence (Figure 45).
● Entrance to structure should have a bell mouth shape with rounded edges
and smooth material surface transitions
● Width of the entrance should be wide enough to accommodate the
operational flow that it needs to convey.
● Water depth in the bypass should never be dry even during low flows
(Q99) and have sufficient depth during higher flows to allow eels to find
the bypass. The bypass should maintain a suitable water depth down the
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face of a structure which can be provided with upstands on either side
(Figure 46)
● The bypass flume or chute should have a smooth wetted perimetre with no
rough edges or protrusions
● The exit of the bypass should be located, so that flows from the bypass
enter water moving at a similar velocity to minimise stunning fish and
increasing the risk of predation. This is often best in areas of higher
turbulence near the toe of the barrier.
Additional points to consider where a fish pass or eel pass already exists at the
barrier:
● Ensure the location of the notch does not negatively affect fish behaviour
in locating other fish or eel passes at the site (i.e. introducing competing
attraction flow). Consider co-locating the notch or bypass with existing fish
and eel passage facilities to provide additional attraction flow.
● Ensure the proportion of water that is being used for a notch or bypass
does not negatively affect the operating range required for other eel and
fish passes at the site. ! Important introducing a notch lowers the
headwater level so extra care should be taken if adding a notch or bypass
to a site which already has a fish or eel passage facility.

Figure 45: Surface bypass entrance where (A) does not have a slope to
bed and (B) has a 1:2 slope to bed. Difference this makes in approach flow
can be seen at point (1) where it becomes much smoother with little to no
upwelling created. (Example created in Flow 3D)
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A

B

Figure 46: A) Notch with upstand to toe of barrier and B) without upstand.
(Example created in Flow 3D)

Figure 47: (R-L) Mid-channel gravity-fed bypass and side notch in weir crest.

Complex River Obstructions
Please see the Environment Agency Screening and Outfalls Guidance Document
for more detail and guidance on downstream migration at complex river
structures.
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Part VI
Hydrometric Gauging Structures
Measuring river levels and flows is an integral part of the Environment Agency,
which allows it to fulfil its statutory requirements under the Water Resources and
Environment Acts (R&D Technical Report W6-058/TR). The data is used for a
wide variety of purposes such as flood forecasting, catchment abstraction
management strategies (CAMS) and abstraction consents, to name a few. It is
also used by non-governmental organisations such as water companies, private
consultants, insurance companies and academia. To ensure data consistency
and accuracy are met permanent gauging structures, such as weirs and flumes
have been installed in many UK Rivers as part of a strategic monitoring network.
Historically structures have been installed to specific geometries and dimensions
to ensure consistent data collection as set out under ISO/TC 113/SC 2.
It is widely accepted that gauging structures create barriers to eel and fish
migration and that the installation of dedicated eel pass and fish pass structures
can potentially cause issues with gauging sensitivity, thereby affecting station
data quality. This section specifically discusses the lessons learnt and best
practice installation of eel passes at gauging sites. It ensures that any
modifications made allow gauging stations to continue to conform to ISO
/TC113/SC2 standards.

Installation of New Gauging Structures
When considering proposals to construct a new, or refurbish an old, in-channel
structure close co-operation between functional teams is essential to ensure that
all requirements are addressed in an integrated way. Detailed and wide-ranging
internal consultation is required with the appropriate teams (including flood risk
management, water resources, navigation, biodiversity, hydrometry & telemetry,
hydromorphology and fisheries).
There is a presumption that no new in-stream gauging structures are installed
and new non-invasive flow gauging technologies are used. New structures
should only be permitted if all other options that do not require a structure to be
constructed are ruled out as unsuitable for justified operational reasons. Any
new structure should pass the compliance tests listed in Water Framework
Directive Article 4.7, where a structure could cause deterioration. Opportunities
to reduce the level of modification to river form and processes should also be
sought where this is consistent with our overall aims.
Please read the Environment Agency’s In-channel structures Policy 606_06 for
more information.
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Standard Vs Non-Standard Gauges
In global terms, the UK has a relatively high density of structures used to
measure flow and level with an estimated 1432 sites. Of these 900 are primary
flow-measurement stations, and the remaining sites are either secondary or
temporary installations. The sites are a mixture of structures that are either
“standard” – those which are compliant with the ISO standard or are “nonstandard” – those where the structure does not follow a specific ISO standard.
Through continued R&D work, the Environment Agency has developed guidance
on the type of eel passes that are acceptable for installation at standard river flow
measurement structures.

Types of Hydrometric Gauging Structures

Figure 48: Types of gauging weirs: (A) Flat Vee, (B) V Shaped Broad Crested Weir (C)
Compound Crump (D) Contracted Thin Plate Weir (E) Non Standard Shaped Structure
(F) Flume
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Eel Pass Solution Decision Making Process
This section outlines the decision making process for both standard and nonstandard gauging installations in England.

Figure 49: Eel Pass Solution Decision Process for Standard and Non-Standard
Weirs
* If an agreed solution for a standard gauging site is not technically feasible due
to Health and Safety reasons or if it is not possible to design the installation so
that it can be maintained easily and frequently then please revert to developing a
solution using the general design principles found in Part IV of this technical
manual. It is also advisable to consult National Hydrometry and Telemetry (H&T)
and NESH if an acceptable solution cannot be found or if further technical
assistance is required.
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For standard structures there are three main types of eel pass that have been
deemed acceptable: (1) Eel tiles recessed on the main weir face, (2) cassettestyle pass and (3) pumped eel pass. Table 5 below details acceptable eel
passage solutions for each standard gauging structure approved under ISO
Standard TC113.
Type of Standard Gauging Structure

Recessed
Tiles

Flat Vee Weir (also known as Flat V)

X

Triangular Profile Weirs

X

Cassette
Style
Pass

Pumped
Eel Pass
X

X

X

Rectangular Trapezoidal

X

Flumes

X

Rectangular Broad Crest Weir

X

X

Round Nose Horizontal Broad Crest Weir

X

X

V-Shaped Broad Crest Weir

X

Thin Plate weir

X

Compound Crump Weir

X

X

X

Table 5: Table of approved eel pass solutions for ISO Standard gauging
structures
For non-standard structures, please consult all appropriate teams to agree on an
appropriate solution from the general design principles outlined in Parts III and IV
of this guide.

Specific Design Principles for Gauging Weirs
The following design principles should be adopted in any design where an eel
passage solution is installed onto or around a gauging structure. These
principles are in addition to the ones discussed in Part IV and have been
developed from lessons learnt by the Environment Agency in eel passage
design, installation and operation across the Area teams.

Recessed Eel Tiles
● Ensure weir crest blocks are not altered – if they do need to be altered,
any replacement(s) should follow the original slope and height to comply
with ISO BS 4377.
● Eel substrate should follow the fall of the slope of the weir face.
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● A shallow slope should be created on both upstream and downstream eel
tile where it meets crest block (Figure 52)
● If the weir is greater than 10 metres wide, eel tiles should be placed on
both left and right slopes.
● Eel substrate to extend to bed on both the downstream and upstream
faces of the weir.
● Tiles should be placed to ensure they are operational from Q99 to a higher
flow to be determined with FBG. It should be noted that Q99 may not
always be achievable at all flow gauging sites, particularly those used for
low flow measurements due to impact on flow measuring accuracy.
● Where a weir is truncated, eel tiles should continue to stilling basin bed.
● Where an upstand, or end–sill, is present as part of the stilling basin, it
should either be notched or provision made for up and over eel passage.
● All joints should be sealed to ensure there are no voids or cavities(Figure
51)

Figure 50: Recessed eel tiles on shallow V structure at Marston on Dove gauge.
Important design elements include: (1) ramp from river bed to pass on truncated weir
(see inset) (2) weir crest transition to maintain hydrometric accuracy and ensure safe
eel passage (3) eel tiles extend to bed on upstream side (4) operational range
determined for the location
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Figure 51: (A and B) ! Important ensure there are no gaps between eel pass transition
and new steel weir crest block. (C) Smooth transition over weir crest from tiles.

Figure 52: Recessed eel tiles weir crest details (A) new steel crest block (B) ensure it is
in line with existing block crest (C) ensure upstream and downstream have a infilled
ramp (1 and 2) from substrate to crest (3) and that all gaps are filled (4). (D) Good
installation will ensure both gauging accuracy and safe eel passage.
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Cassette Style Pass
● Passes using bristle substrate are prone to silting up in catchments with
high sediment loads and may need more visits to keep clean.
● Careful consideration should be given on which type of substrate (studs or
bristle) is appropriate at the installation site.
● Ensure there is enough room in the “tracks” to allow for cassettes to be
removed with ease and avoids cassettes becoming stuck.
● At the writing of this guidance document, it has not been possible to
design this type of pass without gaps; therefore, additional care must be
taken to ensure the pass is maintained to a high standard.
● Individual cassettes should be a reasonable length as they can quickly
become too heavy for single person operation, especially when laden with
silt.
● The pass should be located, so that its entrance and exit enable effective
eel passage.
● A deflector plate should be installed at the upstream exit to reduce the
amount of debris that could enter the pass.
● The pass should be designed to ensure that it can be easily inspected and
maintained with regular frequency. Lockable covers may be necessary at
sites prone to vandalism or theft.
● Refer to Cassette Style Pass Section in Part IV and Figure 26 for further
details

Figure 53: Eel bristle cassette blinded by silt
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Pumped Eel Pass
● Ensure pumped pass entrance and exit are located in appropriate
locations
● Consider if the pass should be located within the channel or should be
routed around the weir, particularly at sites that frequently experience out
of bank flows where damage to any in-channel infrastructure may occur.
● The pass should be designed as such that it can be easily inspected and
maintained with regular frequency
● All other design aspects related to pumped eel passes can be found in
Part IV of this guide under Pumped Passes.

Maintenance
Maintenance and operational inspections of eel passes at Hydrometry and
Telemetry gauging sites must be part of the annual programme. The
maintenance and repair of an eel pass is a requirement under Regulation 15 of
The Eels (England and Wales) Regulations 2009 (Statutory Instrument No.
3344), failure to comply is an offence. It should include both visual inspections
and routine maintenance, such as removal of small debris or blockages, and
should be carried out at the same time as any site inspection or scheduled site
visit.
Visual inspections are intended to highlight operational issues that can either be
simply fixed or for more complex issues (e.g. any activity which falls under CDM)
enable for others to prioritise and include in a programme of works.
Some basic routine maintenance activities for each eel pass type are listed
Appendix F. For more detail on how to reduce maintenance activities, please
see Part III Operational Design Considerations.
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Part VII
Passage Solutions by Structure Type
Culverts
Culverts can delay and block migration of eel, both upstream and downstream,
through many factors including the (1) length of culvert, (2) slope, (3) poorly
maintained trash screens at inlets and outlets, (4) water levels, (5) turbulence,
and (6) high water velocities (Lariner, 2002). The combination of one or more of
these factors can either make the culvert a complete barrier or a partial barrier
(prevents a particular life stage from passing). The Environment Agency is
opposed to culverting of any watercourses due to the adverse ecological, flood
risk, geomorphological, human safety and aesthetic impacts they can create
(Culverting Watercourses Policy) and there is a presumption of removal of
existing culverts when appropriate, therefore the removal of any culvert should
always be the first option. This section provides a basic overview of passage at
culverts with some easement solutions that can be used as retrofit options.

New Culvert Installations
Where new culvert installations are required, the hierarchy of shape options in
Figure 55 should be followed. Culverts with open bottoms that are at least as
wide as the watercourse width (both upstream and downstream) are the best
option for any culvert site. Closed bottom culverts are not ideal as they do not
offer a natural river bed and therefore do not offer the same flow variability as
experienced in natural channels. Where possible burying any closed culvert
below the bed (Figure 54) or placing a suitable substrate into the base (Figure
57) allows for more natural flow conditions and should be considered.
For any new culverts, the following basic design guidelines for eel passage
should be followed:
● The responsibility for future maintenance and clearance of a culvert must
be considered
● The proposed culvert length should be as short as possible
● Culverts should be placed on a slope that is the same as the bed slope of
the river
● Appropriate inlet and outlet structures should ensure smooth hydraulic
conditions with low velocities and little to no turbulence
● Ensure water velocities are not too fast to prevent the movement of the
resident or migratory fish and eel populations.
● The use of differently shaped pipes or different cross-sectional details
within a culvert length should be avoided unless adequate hydraulic
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transitions are incorporated into the design. Such transitions are also
essential where works to extend an existing culvert are proposed.
● If debris screens are included, they need to be sized and designed to
reduce the risk of blocking, make provision for adequate cleaning and
maintenance, and be sized to permit the passage of fish
● Over-sized pipes should be used wherever possible and should be the
minimum width of the watercourse being culverted.
● Single culvert installations are preferred, however in situations where
multiple culverts are required installed pipes should be set at different
elevations to ensure passage is possible through a range of flows.
● In most situations, it is appropriate for the inverts of culverts to be set
below the existing bed level to allow for future maintenance or other works
on the watercourse. It also aids the provision of a more “natural” bed to the
culvert to establish(Figure 54).
● Culvert outfall structures should be designed so that the exit velocities do
not create erosion problems at the outlet or downstream of the site.
For further technical advice on culverts, please see the Construction Industry
Research and Information Association (CIRIA) Culvert Screen and outfall manual
(C786).

Figure 54: Summary of acceptable natural bed depths for new culvert
installations (Source CIRIA, 2019)
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Figure 55: Hierarchy of preferred culvert shape options for eel passage.

Culvert Eel Passage Retrofit Solutions
In some cases replacing / removing a culvert is not possible, and alternative
retrofitted solutions might be needed. Retrofit solutions should not be used for
any new culvert installations. The two main issues with eel migration at culverts
are, (1) the hydraulic drop between the culvert invert and the downstream water
level (tailwater elevation) and (2) high water velocities in the culvert.

Adding Natural Bed Roughening Material
Retrospectively adding natural material to the bed of the culvert such as in Figure
57(A) is possible if the level of roughness added reduces the velocity significantly
enough for eel to pass. Natural materials include cobbles, gravel, angular riprap
or a suitable combination based on the local geomorphology. By adding natural
roughness, the water velocities near the bed are reduced, creating a velocity
boundary layer which eel can use to swim through the culvert (Figure 56).
Please note that making the bed too rough can cause turbulence issues in the
water column. This can make the passage for eel difficult, therefore it is
important to use local flow conditions upstream and downstream of the culvert as
a guide.
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Figure 56: Box culvert theoretical velocity profile for laminar and turbulent flow. The
laminar flow profile (red) is indicative of a smooth concrete base while the turbulent flow
profile (green) is indicative of a roughened bed using natural materials. The blue dashed
line is indicative of the preferred velocity profile compromising between water velocity
being too fast and turbulence being too high. Box on the left illustrates the velocity
contours of the laminar (red) velocity profile with values expressed in m/s.

Figure 57: Example culvert installations (A) box culvert with imbedded riprap (B)
elliptical culvert buried 0.5m below the bed (C) open bottom natural bed culvert

Baffles
There are many studies (Rajaratnam & Katopodis, 1990; Rajaratnam, et al.,
1989) on different styles of baffles for circular and box culverts all with varying
results and mainly focusing on fish species with higher swimming speeds such as
trout and salmon. Only Newbold et al., (2014) focused specifically on the
passage of eel in culverts and found that corner baffles improved efficiency from
28% to 85% for yellow eels under set flume conditions. It was also noted that
until further research into eel behaviour during the passage of various designs
has been conducted, including in situ field evaluation, baffles which cross the full
culvert cross-section are not recommended. They have the potential for further
delay whilst searching for upstream routes. Further work by Feurich et al., (2012)
looked at four different baffle configurations using computational fluid dynamics
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(CFD) and determined that "spoiler baffle" configuration provided best results for
reducing the velocity within the culvert. This configuration is very similar to an eel
tile and could therefore potentially provide good passage efficiency.
For any culvert baffle retrofit, the following basic design guidelines should be
followed for eel specific passage:
● Any culvert weir baffle should not cover the full width of the culvert to
create a plunging flow
● Baffles that create streaming flow should consider eel swimming speeds
(Figure 58)
● Baffles can catch debris; therefore, the responsibility for future
maintenance and clearance of a culvert must be considered to reduce
maintenance
● Spacing between baffles should be wider than the diametre of the culvert
● Depth within any notch or along the entire length of the culvert should be
no less than 100mm during Q99 flow
● Materials and fixings are robust to withstand high flows and collision with
large debris items.

Ropes
Placing long sections of mussel spat ropes, in culverts and over small drops at
the culvert exit (Figure 58), is a passage concept being trialed in New Zealand
which has shown some passage benefits in reducing culvert velocities for eels
(David, et al., 2014). This type of technical solution could be seen as a good
short term or seasonal installation, mainly where smaller elvers are present.
Consideration should be given to the material composition (i.e. plastic vs natural
woven fibres) of the rope and its longevity.
There may even be potential to study its combined usage with gravity eel ramps,
however, at this stage, further evaluation of this approach is required.
For further details on mussel spat rope installation, an installation guide can be
found on the Waikato Regional Council Website.
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Figure 58: (A) baffles in round culvert (B) mussel spat rope installed into bottom of
culvert (Source: David et al., 2014)

Ramps
For culverts where the invert is above the tailwater level, also known as a
perched culvert, ramps can be constructed as outlined in the previous section
under gravity eel ramps. Where tailwater fluctuations are large, or the plunge
pool is too deep to fix the passage facility to be it may be more advantageous to
consider an eel passage facility outlined in the previous section on tilting weir and
sluice passes that is hinged with the culvert invert, and its base floats with the
tailwater elevation.
Additional items to consider when installing ramps to the inverts of culverts:
● How much functional habitat is available upstream of the site
● Determine the operational range and maintenance requirements before
selecting the ramp and substrate type
● Culverts are good at conveying large amounts of natural bed material
during high flow events so consideration should be given to design
durability
● Is the water depth and speed within the culvert acceptable to provide
continued passage of the eel once it has exited the pass

Pre-Barrage
Using a pre-barrage structure to increase the tailwater level is a common
solution. It has multiple benefits in improving passage for other species of fish.
Further detail on creating pre-barrages can be found in the IFM Fish Pass
Manual
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Fords and Pipe Bridges
Low water crossings such as fords and pipe bridges are designed to be
overtopped by high flows. Fast flowing water, long culvert lengths and shallow
water depths created at these structures can block or delay eel migration.
It is recommended that installation of new fords should be avoided for alternative
options such as free span bridges or open bottom arched culverts. Where
existing fords or pipe bridges are creating a barrier, a detailed investigation using
the sections in Part III should be used in designing an appropriate eel passage
solution.

Flaps and Gates (Tidal and Non-tidal)
Tidal flaps, tidal gates, tide gates, flap gates, and flap valves are just some of the
terms used to describe a structure which operates passively allowing water flow
in only one direction. The term control flap will be used to describe a top-hung
flap, and control door to describe a side-hung flap for clarity. It is important to
note that while most of these structures are located in estuarine environments to
control tidal influences, there are also a growing number of these types of
structures being installed in non-tidal scenarios.
Tidal control flaps exclude tidal water from back flooding artificial land drainage
ditches and smaller watercourses in coastal floodplain landscapes. Structures
found above head of tide represent non-tidal structures where they prevent back
flooding of smaller tributaries and surface drainage systems from rain-induced
main river flooding.
The negative consequences of flow control structures include (1) barriers to
upstream and downstream eel migration (Souder, et al., 2018) (Wright, et al.,
2015) (2) temperature barriers (Ennis, 2009) (3) salinity barriers (Souder, et al.,
2018) and (4) impacts on upstream ecology (Souder, et al., 2018). The below
sections will only cover design considerations specifically related to eel passage
when installing or refurbishing gravity-operated gates.
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Figure 59: Tidal flap gate cross-section: (1) flap door (2) culvert (3) culvert /
tide gate invert (4) flood embankment (5) concrete apron (6) downstream
tide/river elevation (7) upstream pool/river elevation

Operating Basics
Structures of this type operate passively by water level pressure difference
between the upstream side of the gate (inlet) and the downstream side of the
gate (outlet). When the hydraulic head pressure is higher on the inlet side
compared to the outlet side, the gate will allow water to flow through it. When the
reverse is true, the gate is closed and does not allow any water through (Figure
60). The basic opening and closing of any gate is based on hydraulic pressure;
however how fast it opens or closes is affected by multiple other aspects such as
the weight of the gate. For the below sections the following hydraulic, and
structural elements should be considered when designing a control flap or door
for fish and eel passage: (1) invert elevation, (2) water velocity and water depth
inside the culvert, (3) water turbulence at outlet, (4) drop inside the structure or at
outlet, (5) resting pools, (6) debris accumulation at inlet, (7) bottom and side
roughness (Vereecken, et al., 2006).
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Figure 60: (A) Fluvial flow at Q99 and river flow at Q99 depth and culvert velocity suitable
for eel passage. (B) Increasing tide/flow on outlet side causes gate to start closing. This
starts to back water up on the inlet side creating a hydraulic head difference increasing the
velocity through the gap at the flap gate. (C) Tide/flow at maximum on outlet side fully
closing the gate. Water on inlet side continues to increase in depth until the gate opens
again on the falling tide/flow

Habitat Potential
Before investing significant amounts of time and finances into any control
flap/gate redesign or retrofit an evaluation of the amount and quality of habitat
that any eel passage solution will provide access too needs to be investigated.
Not all drainage channels are suitable for eels for several reasons including poor
habitat, poor water quality or frequent periods when the drain is completely dry.
Consult local FBG teams for further advice.
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Tide Cycle
Understanding the tide cycle for a given location is key to determining how long
any gate remains fully shut or open. The longer the control gate/door remains
open, the better the chances are of eels being able to find the right conditions to
pass (Figure 61). Water level information should be collected from the inlet and
outlet of the barrier as a minimum to understand the magnitude of tides. This is
explained in the Accounting for Tidal Influence section in Part III. Once this
information is collected, it can be determined how long a gate will remain open
for during key migration periods and whether additional eel passage mitigation
intervention is required.

Figure 61: 48 hour period showing upstream and downstream water level interaction and
periods of migration and non-migration. A, B and C corresponds to flap gate positions
found in Figure 63.

Water Velocity
Three important water velocity considerations should to be taken into account
during any design phase, (1) the velocity in the culvert or inlet forebay, (2) the
velocity at the gap made between the control flap/door and invert and (3) the
velocity through any ancillary eel passage door. Determining the velocity of the
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jet created between any control gate/door is complex and difficult to determine;
therefore any installation should try to ensure that any gaps or ancillary eel
passage devices are open for as long as possible. This may require multiple eel
passage doors to be installed at variable heights.

Figure 62: Three velocities to consider at control flaps: (1) culvert
flow (2) gap flow and (3) eel passage door flow

Invert Elevation
There is an important inter-relationship among river flows/tide cycles and control
flap/door invert elevation (Giannicon & Souder, 2005). Refurbishment of any
flap/door should ensure that the invert levels are suitably low enough not to
create a fall between the flapped culvert and the downstream water level (Figure
56). Where it is not possible to minimise the drop from the invert to the outlet
water level an upstand on the downstream end of the stilling basin may be
needed to maintain water depth above the culvert invert. If the Q99 flow on the
outlet side is below the invert of the flap gate under all tidal states, it creates a
"perched outfall" and would not be an acceptable outcome even with retrofitted
"fish friendly" mitigation. When an outfall is perched, use a topographic survey
along with water level and tide data from upstream and downstream of the
structure to determine if and what type of eel passage mitigation would work.
The elevation of the concrete apron is also critical with respects to the water
levels on the outlet side of the control flap/gate. The concrete apron should be
set below the Q99 flow level in rivers and sufficiently below rising tide events to
not prevent an additional fall.
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Maintenance
The majority of flap gates and tidal barriers follow the philosophy of passive
design as they rely on water pressure and the weight of the gate itself to function.
However, like with all structures in rivers, they are prone to blockage by debris
and still require maintenance visits to ensure springs, hinges, and the general
condition of the gate are still working. Any design which alters the operation of a
gate should involve both your local MEICA and Operations Delivery Team. The
cleaning frequency of eel passage solutions on flap gates should be undertaken
in combination with the regular scheduled flap gate inspections.

Materials
Flow control structures are typically made from a wide variety of materials
including wood, plastic (high-density polyethylene or HDPE), cast iron, steel and
aluminium. The lightest flap gate material should be used as appropriate to the
situation as this will maximise the opening width facilitating fish passage over the
longest migration window. Special attention should be given to the types of
materials and the mixture of metals used in the fabrication of tidal gates in
saltwater. MEICA design standard 369_13 SD01 for materials and mechanical
installations must be referred to when selecting materials for water control
structures.

Control Gate and Flap Removal
No tide gate is entirely fish-friendly; they all have some impact on the passage of
aquatic organisms (Giannico, et al., 2018). Therefore, removal of the structure
should always be considered the first option.

Control Gate and Flap Operational Changes
In some cases, simple changes in operational timings can be made when
supported by local evidence on tide cycles, eel migration periods and outflow.
Consideration may be given to leaving gates open during smaller tide cycles by
winching gates into the open position during key migration periods. These
simple, yet effective, approaches can reduce additional maintenance
requirements created by additional eel migration devices such as pet doors and
retarders.

Types of Gates and Flaps
Control Flap - Top Hinged
Top hinged flaps are extremely efficient in closing even during very small
hydraulic heads and do not open very wide unless there is a considerable inlet
head difference. As the flap is efficient in closing, the period in which eel may
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pass in the upstream direction can be very short (a matter of minutes if tide range
is big) and may only allow passage for two brief periods every day (Giannicon &
Souder, 2005). The flap’s material composition is an important consideration as
it affects how heavy the flap is, which in turn affects the time the gate remains
open. A heavier door will have a higher restorative force than a lighter door (i.e.
a heavier door will close at a lower hydraulic head than a lighter one). Top
hinged flaps should only be installed if it is not technically feasible to install
control doors. The operational difference between control flaps and doors can be
seen in Figure 63.
The following design considerations should be taken into account to ensure
installation.
● The flap frame should be installed so that it provides a slight negative
camber. This allows the flap to have a bigger opening and remain open
for longer. Please note this may not be appropriate in urban areas as the
doors tend to bang against the invert during periods of high winds. The
frame should never be installed with a positive camber.
● The invert of the flap should be at or below the Q99 level in a non-tidal
river on the outlet side of the structure. This is to ensure the structure is
not perched creating a plunging flow but instead provides a streaming
flow.
● The flap should be as light as possible to suite the location. The heavier
the flap, the better the restorative force (the force which closes the gate)
so having a lighter flap will allow a bigger gap between flap headwall and
the flap itself.
● Culvert behind the flap should be as short as possible with velocities which
ensure that any eel can pass the culvert once they have passed the gate
itself.
Control flaps can have weights added to the hinging mechanism, which allows
the gate to remain open until the point at which the inlet and outlet water levels
are equalised. Counter-weighted flaps are recommended where gates are hung
completely vertical where no negative camber can be obtained. Rosewarne et
al., (2015) highlighted examples of counterweighted gates providing suitable
conditions for fish passage, including for eels, for up to 4 hours per tidal cycle.
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Figure 63: Top hinged vs side hinged operational periods (Giannico, et al., 2018)

Control Doors
Control doors (hinged side gates) provide the best option for eel passage over a
range of flows and are considered to be a good BAEP installation choice. The
vertical hinge orientation allows the gate to open far more easily to a greater
extent, and for longer. Fish can also enter from the side more easily than they
can from below. At Cley New Cut in Norfolk Rosewarne et al., 2015 reported that
a side-hinged gate was closed for 50% and 37% of the tidal cycle for spring tides
and neap tides respectively which provides significant passage opportunities for
fish including eels.
Large, side-hinged rectangular doors can be made of aluminium, stainless steel
or HDPE and are typically used for square or rectangular concrete culverts. The
weight of the gates is not as important as with control flaps. Some control doors
weigh more than a tonne and still open easily under relatively little water pressure
from upstream. To achieve BAEP ensure there are no drops between the door
invert and the concrete apron.
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Figure 64: (A) Flex Valve (Photo: Environment Agency) (B) tide gates in
operation at full range (Giannico, et al., 2018)

Duckbill Flexible Non-return Valve (Flex Valve)
These types of tidal exclusion valves only allow water to flow one way. They do
not open at any point to allow migration in the opposite direction. These were
initially tested by the NRA for the Tees Barrage in 1995 and were shown not to
harm outward migrating fish.
The following design considerations should be taken into account to ensure
BAEP installation when used under gravity applications for safe downstream
migration. For considerations on pumped applications please see the
Environment Agency Screening Guide.
● When attached to pipework, there should be no bends
● There should be no rough protrusions or roughened surfaces within the
pipe
● The entrance of the discharge pipe should have a bell mouth configuration
to ensure gradual velocity increase with little turbulence.
● Flex valve should discharge below water if possible, where this is not
feasible the drop should not be more than four times the depth of the
water it is discharging into at Q99 flow.
For more detailed information on this type of installation for pumped applications,
please see the Environment Agency Screening Guide.

Gates and Flaps Retrofit Eel Passage Solutions
Retrofit solutions only provide small windows of opportunity for eels to migrate
past a barrier, and it is also important to note that retrofit solutions come with
increased requirements for maintenance inspection visits. There is currently
limited evidence on the overall effectiveness directly related to eel passage of the
following retrofit solutions and this requires further investigation (Walker, 2019).
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The following solutions are not considered to be BAEP solutions but instead
provide best case solutions providing minimum passage mitigation.

Pet Flaps
There are two basic types of pet doors (1) top hinged and (2) bottom hinged.
Top-hinged pet doors with float are opened by rising water levels at the
downstream side, allowing water to flow upstream. Bottom-hinged pet doors are
closed from the moment connectivity is realised to prevent leakage depending
where the float is located.
The concept of installing pet flaps or "cat flaps" appears to have been originally
proposed for fish passage by Charland (1998) and allow eel passage to occur on
a rising outlet water level providing a limited window where eels can pass the
barrier. The majority of sites visited during the Environment Agency Lower Trent
study6 were fitted with pet-flap type devices which were bottom hinged or tophinged. The period during which eel passage was assessed as being possible
ranged from a maximum of about 30 minutes to a minimum of 4 minutes. In
some cases, installations were deemed not to be providing any passage
opportunities for eels at all due to the incorrect float/weight placement. For the
sites evaluated by the report, eel passage was available for around 10 to 12
minutes on average. They may also limit the time that the gate, to which they are
fixed, is open to allow eel passage by removing some of the hydraulic head
acting against the back of the flap.

Figure 65: Two stage pet flaps on a control flap

Environment Agency (2017). Lower Trent Outfalls – An Operational
Assessment of Installations 2017. Unpublished internal report. 20pp.
6
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These types of installations should consider cost-benefit compared to habitat
opened up before proceeding with this type of a retrofit.
The following design considerations should be taken into account to ensure
efficient installation.
● Understanding the local hydraulics by collecting inlet and outlet water
levels will help in deciding if you need to set the flaps at different levels to
cover the full outlet water level range.
● Careful consideration should be given to the float mechanism and the rate
at which it closes the pet flap. Each float has some room for adjustability
and time should be spent post-installation, ensuring that the floats are set
correctly7.
● Pet flaps require more maintenance, they are liable to silting or blockage,
especially in systems with high debris loads; therefore careful
consideration should be given to who is responsible for maintenance and
what interval maintenance is required
● Ensure that FCERM, MEICA and FBG teams are involved in all design
decisions

Figure 66: Pet flap closing sequence: from left to right the time this sequence takes to
close should be maximised for the hydraulic conditions and migration timing experienced
at a structure.

Self-Regulating Tide Gate (SRT)
One way of achieving more regular flow through defence structures is by the use
of self-regulating tide gates (SRT). These can replace or supplement
conventional flapped outfalls and typically involve the use of some sort of float to
open a valve. It then closes again to prevent design water levels being exceeded

7 Post

installation checks are very important and are not often followed up on.
There may need to be consideration for a formal signoff process post installation.
Evaluation can be as simple as installing a time-lapse camera set at 1min
intervals to evaluate the closing rate of the pet flap.
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on the landward side of defences (Environment Agency, 2011). There are many
different designs in the USA and Australia that work on the same principles such
as the one in Figure 67 showing a gate which is held open during the first part of
the flood tide by the weight of the float and its associated metalwork. As the tide
rises, it lifts the float, gradually shutting the flap. Figure 67 also shows an SRT
developed in the UK and installed on the Axe Estuary in Devon. More detailed
information on this SRT can be found in SC070031 - Self-regulating tide gate: a
new design for habitat creation.

Control Flap Dampers and Spring Retarders
Control flap dampers and spring retarder's work by creating an increased
resistive force to hold the control flap open for longer so that a much greater
head difference (and therefore pressure) is required to close the door (Walker,
2019). These types of devices, similar to pet flaps, only afford the eels an
additional few minutes to pass a barrier as reported by Fryer et al., (2014) where
it was found that dampers added 8 minutes to eel passage. The report also
demonstrated that the damper increased the width of the gap between the control
flap and the invert from 12mm to 72mm, suggesting that there may be some
small befits to retrofitting dampers to flaps when the site conditions allow.
Further long term monitoring is required to demonstrate the effectiveness of
installing dampers and retarders.

Figure 67: (A) SRT design installed on the Axe Estuary, Devon (Environment
Agency, 2011) (B) automatic tidal flap in New South Wales, Australia
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Sluice gates
Generally, in-river structures fall into two categories: (1) undershot, where surplus
water passes under the structure and (2) overshot, where water cascades over a
facet of the structure. In some places, both types of structures are used in
combination.
Examples of the main types of undershot (US) and overshot (OS) structures:

Figure 68: (A) Radial gate- US (B) Large Penstock Sluice-US (C) Prefabricated Tilting
Weir-OS (D) Penning Weir door up - OS (E) Small Penstock Sluice US (F) Twin leaf gate
- B (G) Penning Weir door down - OS (H) Stop Log Weir -OS (I) Large undershot gate OS (J) Large Tilting Weirs - OS (K) Older style Tilting Weir OS
When you assess whether a structure is suitable for eel passage (both upstream
and downstream), you must understand not only the mechanics of the structure’s
operation but also how it is managed. For example, a penning weir would only
obstruct passage during the winter months. Throughout spring and summer, it is
flat so the weir may not prevent upstream eel migration as this happens in the
warmer months. It will, however, have an impact on silver eel migration in the
winter months.
You should also investigate the mechanics of the river and its biology, specifically
eel populations. Look at any previous survey data, and undertake monitoring
where resources allow. The location of the site within its catchment is also
important as this often has a bearing on the most common size ranges of the eel
likely to use a pass. This should inform key aspects of the design, such as the
size (width) of the channel and the density of the bristle substrate.
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Glossary
Anthropogenic: indirect or direct changes which affect the natural environment
caused or influenced by humans.
Active swimming behaviour: use of appendages and body muscles to directly
generate movement.
Anadromous: a fish that migrates from the sea to spawn in freshwater.
Brackish water: water that is a mixture of river water and salty seawater.
Bypass: are structures, such as a channel or a pipe, used to move fish away
and around hazardous areas or parts of an installation safely into the tailwater of
a migration barrier.
Bywash: are installations used in combination with other protection measures
use gravitational flow, such as sluice gates and spillways, to guide fish safely into
the tailwater of a migration barrier.
Bypass flow: is used for transporting fish and debris across the plane of the
screen and through the bypass conveyance back to the stream.
Catadromous: a fish that migrates from fresh water to the sea to spawn.
Euryhalinity: able to adapt to a wide range of salinity levels in both brackish and
seawater environments.
Leptocephali: flat and translucent larval stage of an eel during its marine phase
Negative Phototaxis: movement of an organism away from a light source
Negative Rheotaxis: where and eel moves away from a source of stimulation
(repulsion)
Passive swimming behaviour: uses of body shape and structure to take
advantage of upstream (i.e. tidal influence) and or downstream currents.
Positive Rheotaxis: where an eel moves towards a source of stimulation
(attraction)
Potamodromous: a fish that migrates in freshwater only.
Thalweg: the line that connects the lowest point in a river channel which
corresponds with the deepest and fastest water flows
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List of Abbreviations
ACE – Aquatic Control Equipment
AIMS - Asset Inventory Management System
BAEP - Best Achievable Eel Protection
CDM - Construction Design Management
CIRIA – Construction Industry Research and Information Association
CITES – Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
CEH – Centre for Ecology
CFD – Computational Fluid Dynamics
E&B - Environment and Business Directorate
EC - European Council
EMP - Eel Management Plan
EP - Environmental Permit
FBG - Fisheries, Biodiversity and Geomorphology (Environment Agency Team
Function Name)
FCERM – Flood and Costal Erosion Risk Management
FDC - Flow Duration Curve
H&T - Hydrometry and Telemetry (Environment Agency Team Function Name)
HDPE - High-density polyethylene
HHD - Hydraulic Head Difference
ISO – International Organisation for Standardisation
IUCN – International Union for Conservation
LCB – Low Cost Baffle
MEICA - Mechanical Electrical Instrumentation Control and Automation
NESH - National Eel Screening Helpdesk
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NFPAP - National Fish Pass Approval Panel
NFPD – National Fish Populations DataBase
NFSoD - National Financial Scheme of Delegation
PPM – Planned Preventative Maintenance
RBD – River Basin District
R&D - Research and Development
SAFFA - Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act
SHD - Structural Head Difference
SRT - Self-Regulating Tide Gate
STST – Selective Tidal Stream Transport
TGD - Tide Gate Damper
UV – Ultra Violet
WFD - Water Framework Directive
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Appendix A
Eel Risk Map

Red areas are where eel passage may not be required as they are river reaches
which are greater than 100 km from head of tide AND greater than 150 metres in
altitude. We would expect low densities of eel in these areas; however, local
situations may exist where densities are high. If you have a site which is in a red
area, please consult with FBG teams to determine if a pass is required or not.
The map has been developed to support the implementation of the Eels (England
& Wales) Regulations, 2009. A digital version of this map will be made available
on the Easimap 2 Permitting Tool.
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Appendix B
Issuing Eel Pass Notices
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Eel Pass Submission, Review and Approval Process
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Appendix C
Eel Passage Approval Process and Checklist

* The maintenance of an eel pass should be evaluated using a common-sense
approach. For example, can it be easily accessed for cleaning or does access
present numerous H&S considerations that would make the frequent inspection
and cleaning of the pass to onerous and complex. The application should also
clearly state who is responsible for maintaining the eel pass and include a clearly
defined maintenance schedule.
** For internal approvals it is important that the eel pass is added to the Asset
Information Management System (AIMS) and that an asset number is assigned
to the structure. This ensures that the pass is scheduled for routine inspection
and identifies any required future maintenance.
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Appendix D
Water resources licence requirements for typical eel passage scenarios when
using more than 20 cubic metres of water per day for pumped eel passes. If you
are not sure and would like some further advice your National Permitting Officer
or Area Water Resources Specialist will help confirm the licence type(s) that may
apply to your scheme. Please note for downstream migration eel pass notches
please refer to the low risk impoundment position statement.

Figure 69: Typical installation scenarios for pumped eel passes using greater than 20
cubic metres of water a day. Scenarios A-C: the eel pass (including pump) are not
located in the channel and is not in accordance with “channel box principle”.
Scenario D: Eel pass (including pump) is completely in the channel and is in
accordance with “channel box principle”.
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Figure 70: For installations using greater than 20 cubic metres of water per day
for gravity passes. Scenario E: No abstraction licence required as structure is
considered "on weir" however may require an impounding licence. Scenario F:
Whilst similar to Scenario E an eel pass that is co-located with a fish pass may
require an abstraction licence and impounding licence depending on the
proposal. Scenarios G - H: Water is leaving the river (source of supply) and
requires an abstraction licence.
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Appendix E
Incorporating Maintenance into Design
Design Stage

Agree
Maintenance
Philosophy

Design
Maintenance
Considerations

How often will it need to be maintained?
Who will maintain it?
Can the principles of Passive Design be applied?

Is the design as simple as can be?
Is the facility accessible?
Can it be accessed safely by an operative?
Can covers and lids be easily removed?
Are any specialist tools required?
Has the function that will maintain the facility been consulted?
Are larger movable pieces safe and easy to lift?
Can the site be isolated to undertake repairs in the dry?
Have MEICA been consulted on all items electrical and mechanical?
Can damaged sections be replaced easily?
Have all potential hazards been covered in design risk assessment?

Post Construction
Health &
Safety File

Has the file been updated with all of the Operation and
Maintenance Manuals (OMM)?
Agree a maintenance schedule for the asset
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Appendix F
Maintenance Requirements
Carrying out regular maintenance to ensure an eel pass is in good working order
is a requirement under Regulation 15 of The Eels (England and Wales)
Regulations 2009 (Statutory Instrument No. 3344), failure to comply is an
offence. Each eel pass type has its own general maintenance needs and should
be developed and agreed at design stage. The following tables give
recommended best practice advice on maintenance frequencies in an ideal
scenario. In some cases there may be a requirement to increase or decrease
inspection frequencies depending on local conditions. For example an eel pass
located in a catchment with a high sediment load may need an increased
maintenance frequency to reduce the risk of an eel pass becoming blocked.
Alternatively, in catchments where sediment and debris are not issues there may
be scope to reduce the frequency of some maintenance activities. Where the
maintenance frequency is reduced, it must be discussed and agreed with local
FBG teams before amending any previously agreed maintenance regime.
Changes which are made and agreed should be documented and recorded on
(AIMS / Eel SharePoint Site?) for future reference. All maintenance activities
should follow relevant risk assessments and use the most appropriate PPE.
Visual Inspection

A visual inspection should be carried out in such a way
that all representative parts of the eel pass are
covered. This is best achieved during periods of lower
flows when all part(s) of the pass are visible and
includes manually lifting / removing covers or
inspection hatches to inspect areas which are hidden.

Telemetry

Where not already installed, passes that rely on a
pump to supply water to an eel pass should be fitted
with a telemetry system. Alarms are set to be triggered
when an element of the pump system has had a fault.
This allows for daily monitoring of the water supply
system.

Cleaning

Any cleaning of an eel pass should always initially be
done by hand to ensure there is no damage to eel or
fish that may be in the pass. After closer inspection
and verifying that no eels or fish are present other
methods of cleaning, such using a pressure washer
can be used.

Repairs

Repairs to any faults, defects or damage found as part
of a visual inspection should be undertaken as a matter
of priority.
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Pumped Passes

Cassette Style Passes
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Recessed Eel Tile Passes

! Important Crest 1a requires more frequent maintenance during key migration
periods due to the crest being prone to debris accumulation.
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Useful Links
● CIRIA - Culvert, Screen and outfall manual (C786)
● Environment Agency Briefing note on the use of plastic products in EA
assets (24 May 2019)
● Environment Agency CDM guidance
● Environment Agency Non-Financial Scheme of Delegation
● Environment Agency’s In-channel structures Policy 606_06
● Environment Agency's Passive Design Guidance LIT13010
● Fish and Eel Pass Approval Operational instruction 757_11
● FP002
● IFM Fish Pass Manual
● LIT 13228 - Pumps
● LIT 13258 - Minimum Technical Requirements
● LIT 13398 - Safe passage for eel
● LIT 14372 - General Guide to Eel Pass Licensing for existing structures
● LIT 16855 - Culverting Watercourses Internal Policy
● LIT 16856 - Culverting Watercourses
● Low-risk impoundment checklist
● Low-risk Impoundment Position Statement
● Manual Handling Guide
● Safety, Health, Environment and Wellbeing (SHEW) Handbook.
● SC070031 - Self-regulating tide gate: a new design for habitat creation
● The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015
● Weir removal, lowering and modification: a review of best practice Project
summary SC070024/S
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